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ADDRBSS BY RI8 MAJBSTY KI#G MSUATI III, READ OF STATE OF THE KINGDOM OF 
SNAZILAND 

s (interpretation from Arabic): The Assembly will now 

hear an addroor by tbo Road of State of the Kingdom of Swaziland. 

s (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General A~sombly, I have the honour to welcome to the United Nations the Head 

of State of the Kingdom of Swatiland, His Majesty King Mswati III, and to 

invite him to addrers the Assembly. 

-1 May I begin by saying how delighted I am to be 

back here at United Nations Headquarters, and how honoured I feel to have this 

opportunity of addressing the General Assembly. I bring with me greetings to 

you all from Africa, and in particular from Her Majesty the Indlovukazi and 

the whole Swami nation. 

Allow me Lo offer my congratulations to you, Mr. President, on your 

well-deserved election to the presidency of the forty-sixth session of the 

United Nttions General Assembly. Swaziland is confident that your proven 

experience in international affairs, your outstanding diplomatic skills and 

undoubted leadership ability will ensure the successful outcome of 

deliberations on the vital issues we are addressing at this session. 

My congratulations go, also, to the officers of the General Assembly fo.- 

their election to office at the nerve centre of affairs in our Organization. 

Much rests on their abilities and skills, and we are confident of their 

success. 

Mr. President, I would like to express my country’s gratitude to and 

praise for your predecessor, Mr. Guido De Marco, who, together with his able 
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colleagues, stoorod tho affairs of our Orgauisatioa so successfully. we are 

indeed indebtad to him for his skill, diplomacy and laadorship. 

I am hero today to renaw Swa8iland’s pladgo of commitment to the Charter 

and ideals of the United Mations. The l veats of the past 12 months have 

ahown, perhaps more than ever before, the value of our Organisation, and we 

take great pride in our membership and continued cmitment to the ideals in 

which the hopes for peace in our world are placed. We extend the hand of 

friendship and congratulations to our sevea new Xembers. and we welcome them 

to the one truly international family. 

Our world is experiencing turbulent times. I doubt whether we have 

witnessed such global activity since the establishment of our Organisation 46 

ysars ago. Each LBY event has presented a fresh challenge to the 

effectiveness of our guiding principles. I am proud to say that we are 

meeting those challenges in the spirit of unity and cooperation on which the 

United Nations is founded. 

. 

the Persian Gulf earlier this year. The situation demanded prompt action, and 

our Organisation delivered it in a unified and cooperative fashion never 

before experienced in the history of the world. 

We are witnessing the birth of a new world order in which the hopea, 

ideals and aspirations of all nations are growing ever closer, and which 

augurs well for future generations. The successes we have achieved would not 

have been possible without the inspiring leadership of our Secretary-General, 

Mr. Perez de Cuellar. The demands on this one human being are enormous as the 

world looks to him for guidance in each new crisis. Swaziland salutes the 

qualities which have brought him such outstanding success, and we ask God to 

give him the wisdom and strength to continue in his endeavours 
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(pina Mswati III) 

For much remhis to be done. Swaailand has followed with interest the 

course cd events as they have occurred acrosa the world over the past 

12 months. Much we have applauded, but some matters give cause for concern. 

I have already referred to the crisis in the Persian Gulf. We in 

Swaailend share the belief of all small countries in the principles at stake 

in that situation, and gave our full support to the United Pations resolve to 

bring about a swift and complete solution. 

We commend the role of all members of the coalition in bringing about a 

fast and successful conclusion to the crisis. In addition, we applaud the 

actions of the people of Israel, whose restraint contributed in no small 

measure to the success of the operation. 

Swaxiland was deeply saddened by the toll of dead and wounded on both 

sides of the conflict. Let those who lost their lives act as our inspiration 

in our efforts to avoid such confrontations occurring again. 

Of course, recent developments in the Gulf give renewed cause for 

concern. The obligations on all parties in the matter are clearly defined, 

and Swaailand fully supports the United Nations in its resolve to ensure that 

the region will not experience such disasters again. Let us pray that 

moderation, through compliance with our resolutions, will prevail. 

In this regard, we also support the efforts being made to bring about a 

permanent resolution of the situation in the Middle East region as a whole. 

Swaziland has always advocated the use of the negotiating table as a peaceful 

means in the settlement of disputes. We are confident that such a course will 

bring about a solution acceptable to all parties. 
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(Pins Mswati III) 

Europe continues to provide a focal point of global interest. It is 

extraordinary to t&ink that in the two years since I vas first privileged to 

address the Assembly the political map of Eastern Europe has been redrawn. 

The inevitable teething problems of new nations and reformed ideologies 

are being painfully experienced, aad Swaoiland sympatbires with all who are 

suffering as a result. History tells us that nothing of worth is achieved 

overnight, and without suffering, and we ask God to give the strength to 

emlure. 

We are saddened to witness the violent events in Yugoslavia, as that most 

feared of all conflicts - internal civil war - grips that unhappy nation. All 

efforts to support a swift and peaceful solution to its problems must be 

encouraged. We look forward to a permanent and effective ceasefire and the 

use of dialogue to restore stability. 

Swaailand is encouraged by tbe continuing process of arms reductions 

being undertaken by the United States and the Soviet Union. Our combined aim 

must be to rid the world of the menace of weapons of mass destruction, aa& we 

therefore applaud the commitment of both powers in providing an example to 

other nations to take a similar view. 

The failure of the unconstitutiona 1 attempt to remove the Soviet 

President provided an example of the unprecedented global cooperation we are 

experiencing these days. Almost uai*?ersal condemnation of the actions of a 

few, who were attempting to enforce their will on the majority, helped restore 

stability aad displayed the power of international unity. 

Swaziland has been watching developments on the Korean peninsula with 

great interest and vith hopes for an early settlement of disputes between 

North and South. We therefore applaud the President and people of the 
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Republic of South Koros for their attempt@ at dialogue, encourage them and 

pray for their euccemm. 

Whatever IBUCCO~I hso been recorded in rocont timer - and there is much 

caune for self-congratulation for ua in thm United Nation8 - it im 

neverthelear painfully clear that much l till need8 to be done to redress the 

many imbalanccr so evident around the world. 

Am an African Head of State, I feel an l normoum responsibility to put my 

continent’s cane, an our situation continues to worsen and the economic divide 

between North and South widens alarmingly. 

The figures are there for all to aee. Our poor growth ratea, huge 

external debt and low output are just a part of the demoraliring story of 

Africa. The consequences, too, of war, natural disaster and social upheaval 

combine to project what could be seen as an entirely gloomy picture of our 

future, and threaten to cloud our vision as we attempt to find solutions. 

Mr. President, you will be aware that I am here representing not only my 

kingdom, but also, as Chairman of the Euiuru Southern Africsu T‘tifarantial 

Trade Area (PTA) Authority, the 18 States and more than 220 million people who 

comprise our membership. The story of the PTA, and of the other regional 

cooperation organisations, holds the key to our continent’s economic future. 

For the PTA was born out of a desire to improve the standard of living of all 

our peoples, not by relying on the charity of others, but by combining our 

resources and talents and finding our own solutions to our economic problems. 

Our hope is that closer regional cooperation will reduce our reliance on 

the resources of a developed world which hri: changing priorities and new 

targets for assistance. 
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I WEB reamruroa to hata on a tmcoat virit ta the turopean Econolic 

Community hoabquarterr in bru8aol8, -a in noting8 with world bank 

officialrin Wa8hingtOn la8t mok, that, for the time boibg at loalt, the 

dw*lopaa world i8 not @UUbilKj to racrifica it8 888i8tMCO to Africa in 

favour of other recipieatr. 

But LO achieve true l COnOmiC 8OCUrity our Oapha8i8 mU8t b0 on 

aelf-motivatioa ma melf-•fficiency, to provitle firm ma la8tiag economic 

platform8 on which we can build to 9ivo future 9eneratioar the rtability we 

have 80 far been denied. 
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we undoubtedly need help to succeed; but, with the right support and 

unswerving commitment, we will succeed. An example of the type of assistance 

we require is embodied in the ideals underlying the Unite; Wations Prograrmne 

of Action for African Economic Recovery and Derelopment. Despite expressions 

of good will and commitment made by delegations during the special session. 

positive results have so far not been achieved. We look forward to monitoring 

improvhments in this programme. 

We are of course aware that winning the economic fight is only one part 

cf the battle. Africa continues to experience major social and political 

upheavals, slany of whose effects are delaying the economic recovery of our 

continent. 

On the positive side, we have been delighted to witness the accession to 

independence of Namibia, the cease-fire in Angola, the start of dialogue 

betveen rival factions in Mozambique and the reform process under way in South 

Africa. 

IC. -. L.-. siS.~Citiiiirp in Ed iruip ;= ~=L';ica, zLad ~= Ll~;,ri; --;j-& ;; * .ja*s 

cause for concern, and we can only pray for swift conclusions of the problems 

and offer our support for their resolution by peaceful means. 

Swaziland is of course watching‘the situations in Wosambique and South 

Africa with Particular interest. Our country has always had a reputation for 

hospitality, and we have consistently followed a policy of non-aggression and 

the settlement of all disputes through discussion rather than confrontation. 

We are currently playing host to approximately 75,000 refugees who have 

fled the problems affecting our friendly neighbour, Mozambique. This figure 

represents almost 10 per cent of our population, and clearly stretches our 

resources. We therefore applaud all efforts by the Office of the United 
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Natious High Comnlissioner for Refugees to assist us in our Lark and indeed in 

all the other areas in which it operates. 

Meanwhile Koaambique ?ontinues to be upset by civil war. While we are 

encouraged by the signs of dialogbe between the rival factions, we would 

strongly appeal to this body to give more effective support in resolving this 

CLiEib. Too wany Moxambicans have suffered from the unhappy situation, and 

that country deserves our help. 

I should like to record Swaziland’s support for the reform process 

currently under way in South Africa. We are convinced of the comnitment of 

all partiea to the reform procels, and we offer our ancouzagement for a 

successful conclusion to the negotiations, with a blueprint for a new South 

Africa which will be acceptable to all. 

We are not so naive as to believe that this process will be easy. We are 

already witxessing the problems associated with any radical change, and we are 

saC in our knowledge that these problems will not vanish overnight. But, 

equally, we are convinced of the necessity of chanoe and canf%tlant that thm 

South Atrican people will find solutions which will cater to the aspiratious 

of all groups and bring about a permanent end to the violance which has been a 

feature of life there for so long. 

We in the region look forward to the full participation of South Africa 

in our various cooperation organizations. Much of the future success of our 

economic groupings depends on the involvement of our region’s moat influential 

country, and the welcome presence of representatives of all parties at our 

meetings indicates their willingness to participate in the future. 

And, so. what of Swaziland? Our Kingdom continues in its peaceful way to 

tread the path of moderation. We have taken on added regional responsibility 
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by accepting this year's chairmanship of the Preferential Trade Area Authority 

and the vice-chairmanship of the Southern African Development Coordination 

Conference. We take our cossnitments to these two influential organirstions 

most seriously, as they give us the best hope for future economic stability. 

Although tradition and our unique culture influence us strongly, we are 

not standing still. We recognire the need for changet not simply for the sake 

of change, but in order to adapt to changing circumstances and to benefit the 

majority of our people. Our priorities for action echo those of any 

developing nation, with education, health and employment chief among them. 

We are blessed with a beautiful land, and we are determined to keep it 

that way. We fully support the United Nations initiatives to promote greater 

environmental awareness: already the Government has begun a process of 

information, so that Swazis can begin to appreciate what is required of them 

in their new environmental responsibility. I can assure the Assembly that we 

will be active in our participation in next year's conference in Brazil and 

energetic in our implementation of any recommendations. 

Let me conclude by repeating that Swaziland is prou to reaffirm its 

comitment to the ideals of the United Nations. Recent events have given all 

of us good cause to be happy with our collective achievements and spur us on 

to tackle remaining problems with renewed vigour and determinatisn. 

I am personally privileged to have this opportunity to present the view 

of youth, and I will say that I am confident that the future of my generation 

is being very well served by the actions of this house. 
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Let me l xprorr Swa8iland’r damp l pprociatioe and rdnrirmtion for the 

achievomentr of all who work for the Unitmd Uationr in any cepaclty, aa we 

pledge our continuing confidence in the porformancr of itr msny end varied 

roles throughout the world, in purruit of thm goal of intornstional peace, 

stability and cooperation between all nationr. 

Thank you for your attrntioa, and may God watch over ua all. 



Thr (iatorprotation from Arabic): On bohal: of the 

General A~mmbly 1 wimh to thank the Read of Stat. of tho Uinqdom of Swatilsnd 

for the rtatennnt ho hnr jurt made. 

of Gwalilaud.rrcortrblru .GeReral 

-* 
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The meetina was susvended at 3.40 v-m. and resumed at 3,50 p.m. 

ADDRESS BY MR. AMATA KAEUA, PRESIDENT OF TlIE BEPUBLIC OF THF. MARSHALL ISLANDS 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): The Assembly will now 

hear an address by Mr. Amata Kabua, President of the Bepublic of the Marshall 

Islands. 

Mr. Amata Kabua. President of the Reoublic of the Marshall Islands, was 

escorted into the General Assembly Hall. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the United Nations the 

President of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, His Excellency 

Mr. Amata Kabua, and to invite him to address the General Assembly. 

President KABUA: Please permit me to extend to you. Sir, my warmest 

congratulations upon your election as the President of the General Assembly at 

this session. You have our confidence that your tenure will be marked with 

great success. 

To you. Mr. Secretary-General, we wish to express our highest regard and 

admiration for your outstanding leadership, particularly during the recent 

crisis in the Middle East, whereby you were able to redefine and strengthen 

the role of the United Nations as the most appropriate peace-keeping force in 

the world. 

I should also like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the Republic of 

the Marshall Islands, to extend our congratulations and best wishes to the 

other six nations that have become Members of the United Nations at the 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly. 

It is a singular honour for me to speak to address the Assembly today as 

the representative of a new Member State of the United Nations, the Republic 

of the Marshall Islands. One week ago my country's flag was raised outside 
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this noble edifice, joining the flags of the other Member nations. The past 

week has seen the fulfilment of one of my highest sspirations. I have been 

received with profound courtesy and consideration, for which my nation and I 

thank all the members warmly. We ahall always be grateful. 

Whan one searches for the Marshall Islaads on large map6 of the world, 

one may have difficulty finding Lhem, for they are shown as mere specks. 

Those specks represent 34 atolls and coral islands with an average elevation 

of just over one metre, situated in the centre of well over a million quare 

kilometres of the Pacific Ocean. The Marshallose people, about 45,000 all 

told, are descendants of the voyagers who came in canoes across the uncharted 

sea to find and settle our islands more than 2,000 years ago. In this remote 

environment with its temperate climate we formed our own nation and developed 

our own unique culture, which has withstood the test of time. 

As was the case with so many nations in this Orgaaization, the Marshall 

Islands experienced significant foreign contact during the nineteenth century, 

which in some ways forever altered the evolution and direction of our nation. 

During the past century we have experienced first hand the ravages of war and 

paid the high price of maintaining peace. We have been ruled by others while 

learning and developing the framework and institutions of modern democratic 

government for ourselves. We have maintained our culture and traditions while 

pursuing our economic development to better the quality of life of our 

people. In the end, these apparent contradictions have resulted in nothing 

less than a transformation of the Marshall Islands from an isolated, 

traditional Pacilic island society into a modern nation-State now taking its 

place ir. this world Organization that is premised on the principle of 

sovereign equality for its Members. 
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Permit me to pawa hero for a moment to do romething that my advisers 

toll me lo not ofton dOD0 by nstionr whoro eovereigaty ha8 been newly restored 

after a century of colonisation8 to praire our last colonial Administrstor, 

which, am it happens, wae ret up over UI by this Qrganiaation. The plain 

truth of the matter ir that we could never have come 60 far as we have without 

the aid and encouragement of our former Trustee, now our good friend in a 

relationship of equality. I refer, of course, to the United States of America. 
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I wish to confirm that the Republic of the Msrahall Islands binds itself 

to the principles l mbodiod in the Charter of the United Nations. My 

Government makes a pledge to conduct its affairs ae a responsible member of 

this Organisation. We earnestly and wholeheartedly enlist in the conssunity of 

those who work to develop planetary loyalty as a complement to national 

loyalty. 

The Marshall Islands has watched with great interest the events that have 

transpired over the past two yearsr and while we have not been a direct 

participant in there events we have none the less felt the impact of current 

world trends. While poop10 may differ ae to the long-term meaning of these 

event8, two things aeem to be quite clear. 

First, as the founding Member States of the United Nations envisaged, 

there is an essential need for the United Nationa to enable the nations of the 

world to collectively consider and deal with issues of international 

security. Although there will continue to be disagreement among Member States 

in this respect, the United Nations has also clearly demonstrated that it has 

both the potential and the ability to resolve international disputes and to 

maintain world peace. 

Secondly, in terms of economic and social advancement and development, 

the United Nations is the only institution that can realistically deal with 

these issues on a global scale. The tremendous differences between the 

constituent Members of the United Nations - large and small, wealthy and 

poor - can be reconciled and coordinated only through the United Nations 

itself. 

Indeed, it is perhaps this second point on the role of the IJnited Nations 

that will pose the biggest challenge in the future. Since the Second World 

War and the founding of the United Nations the primary challenge has been to 

deal with issues of international disputes, security, politics, problems 
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associated with, and rorultiag from, the no-called cold war, and 

decolonisation with the emergence of the new nation States. No doubt, many of 

these issues will continue to require attention, with the United Nations 

taking the major role in laying the necessary foundation for the maintenance 

of world peace and harmony. In the view of the Marshall Islands, the time has 

rnme for the United Nations to give greater and broader recognition and 

attention to the economic and social issues facing the nations of the world. 

While isruea of international security are inexorably linked to economic 

and social ieeuee, the quality of life of mankind is, in the end, the most 

important and fundamental issue facing the nation5 of the world and this 

Organisation. Conristent with national agendas and policies, people need the 

opportunity and the freedom to develop themselves. Their unimpeded efforts 

will invariably result in the desired progress and development of their 

respective nationr. 

Recogniring and confronting this most important of all tasks is the only 

way ir which the world can have durable and lasting peace. This, we submit, 

is the biggest challenge facing the United Nations, and it is the fervent hope 

and desire of the Marshall Islands that the United Nations, through dedication 

and hard work, will be able to provide the requisite framework whereby mankind 

can truly improve his condition. 

It is a difficult challenge, but not insurmountable. However, we must 

begin to meet it at the individual level. In this respect, I am reminded of a 

poem by an author who is unknown to me: 
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"If there is righteousness in the heart, 

there will be beauty in the character. 

If there is beauty in the character, 

there will be harmony in the home. 

If there is harmony in the home, 

there will be order in the nation. 

If there is order in the nation, 

there will be peace in the world." 

One issue that 14 fundamental to economic and social progress, as well as 

to our very existence. is that of the environment. 

The problem of global warming - the so-called greenhouse effect - as a 

most formidable one. Au I mentioned earlier, the Marshall Islands is a 

country comprising entirely low-lying coral atolls in the middle of the 

Pacific Ocean. It goes without saying that the consequences of global warming 

could be totally catastrophic for us as well aa for other countries similarly 

situated. Accordingly, we would make the following observations. 

First, scientists throughout the world are not in accord as to the 

magnitude of the entire problem. Some have predicted considerable atmospheric 

deterioration, resulting in a significant raising of the sea level within the 

next several years, while others see the effects of global warming as 

insignificant for the foreseeable future. This lack of consensus on the 

subject is most disturbing, and leaves us in a quandary as to what the future 

may hold. 
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Secondly, there is very little, if anything, that one of the smallest and 

most isolated countries in the world can do to alleviate the problem, other 

than continue to raise it in the international consnunity. 

The Marshall Islands is coqnirant of the uncertainties in this matter, as 

well as of the knotty issues to be resolved between the developed and the 

developing countries. We applaud the recent initiatives of the United Nations 

on the subject and fully support those initiatives. We are hopeful that 

through the efforts of the United Nations there will be consensus in respect 

of the extent of the problem, as well as a sound course of action to remedy, 

or at least allay, the effects of global warming. 

The Republic of the Marshall Islands is fully aware of the great 

importance of providing a sound system of education for its people, and we 

have committed a great deal of our limited resources to the education of our 

population. However, we also feel deep concern about the educational level in 

our schools. We need better schools, but are hard-pressed to develop them 

through our national resources alone. 

Nevertheless, we foresee that better school8, and a better start in life, 

can be realized in our islands through the globalisation of education. 
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AB I turn my thoughtr homeward, I moo a barefoot child mitting on a 

wooden bench or perhaps on a dirt floor in a one-room rchoolhouae on a remote 

island. Thir child need6 to be equippod with the necorsary knowlodge to be 

useful to his nation as well a8 to the world. In thin context, through 

education there lie many of the answers to many of our problema. 

I think of that child as IILWM~ up in an ancient Marrhallsso expression 

that is enshrined on our national meal, “s ml-“, which conveys 

to us the idea that a child ir a national resource just am is a sprouting 

coconut tree. tach must be nurtured aa it grows. Each generation in turn 

enriches the soil for thoae that follow. If children and trees reach their 

optimum growth they bear fruit that will sustain, replenish and enhance the 

community, the nation and, ultimately, the world itself. 

I believe that thia allegory is 8alisnt to the concept of the 

globaliration of education. As world-wide education takes place in the 

context of sharing and broadening existing knowledge, information and beliefs 

among the peoples of the world, we will in turn develop the necessary 

framework for succeeding generations by strengthening individual human 

development and the quality of life. In addition, we will have greater 

awar3ness of our commonalities and differences to better maintain world peace 

and order without the use of force. 

In education, we see bright hope in the concept of the global village. 

Improved communications can make a remote little school a campus of a 

world-wide university using existing technology to provide interactive 

long-distance education. Students can ask questions, receive answers and 

debate issues across continents and oceans. We believe that cooperation 
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within the Uaitod Rations will play a dramatic role in bringing this dream to 

actuality within our lifetime. 

Sarller I roferrod to economic and racial issues as the biggest challenge 

that the United Nations is facing now and will bo facing in years to come. In 

terms of economic developrsent and trade issues, we note the tremendous 

differences and disparities which exist among the nations of the world. 

As a very small develuping nation, the Marshall Islands is aware of the 

recent initiatives and developments on economic and trade issues in the 

context of our own national development agenda. 

Achieving economic prosperity at both the national and the international 

level is a difficult task and is an unending challenge for all mankind. Much 

of the economic progress of the world has been frustrated by political unrest 

and unreasonable barriers that often derail courses of action and interaction 

among nations. We are hopeful that the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations will be productive and successful. 

Lasting peace and security among nations is the most fundamental 

underpinning for economic progress in the world. In this connection, the 

United Nations should be accorded much of the credit due in achievirlg the 

necessary peace and security to foster a healthier environment for economic 

advancement. 

Since the Second World War, the nations of the world have advanced with 

greater experience and knowledge in technologies and economic strategies. 

Today, we see a greater interdependence among the nations of the world in 

matters of economic development. As we viev it, the emergence of regional 

economic blocs is indicative of a new trend that has great potential through 
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further international cooparationr a trand ia which now l coaomic concoptr and 

rtrato9iea are applied to achiovo groator and roundor l conoaic progress in all 

re9ioar of the rorld. ?h aro hopeful that the succesrful and full 

participation of all natioas in the variour re9iooal economic blocr will 

eventua:ly pava the way for tba croation of a now and unified global economic 

eystem. 

The Marshall Islandr im takirq some stops in economic dsvolopment, which 

is essential to it8olf and which alro may be beneficial to other nations. As 

our economy 9row8, we hope that our small nation can become a part of this 

trend in the sense of what w call “the Pacific way”: that is, no nation 

should be left out. 

Pinally, I should like to touch briefly on the subject of current r?rld 

events in term of what ir often referred to au the emergence of a new world 

order, particularly from the viewpoint of a very anal1 nation such as the 

Marshall Islands. 

As we seek to determine the meaning of recent world events in the context 

of historical trends, we must st.art by acknowledging that the world has never 

been fully at peace. The history of regional and world peace and attempts to 

bring about such peace is really, in essence, mankind’s history of conflict 

and war. Peace exists when there is an absence of conflict or political, 

economic and social problems that form the basis for conflict. 

To the extent that there is a diaceraibls pattern to the history of world 

conflict it has throughout the cen~;lries mostly been regional or simply man 

fighting with his itmnediate neighbours. Mankind lacked the technological 

ability to engage in a global conflict until this century, in which we have 

seen the waging of two world wars followed by a cold war that was premised on 
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building and maintaining giant armnalr a8 a daterrent in order to maintain 

world peace. low, in the light of current world went8 ua 8.0 that the 

likelihood of anoth8r world conflict h88 boon greatly diminirhod with the 

United Nation8 truly taking its place a8 the premier organi8ation for the 

maintenance of world peace. Non8 the 1088, we are 8imultaneou8ly witnessing a 

resurgence of regional and internecine conflict. 

Doss this mean that the world ir returning to the part, or doe8 it mean 

that we are ushering in a new rara? I personally would vary much like to 

believs that it ir th8 latter, and that what the world ir experiencing at 

present in terms of conflict repre8ents the lart convul8ion8 in the process of 

attaining true and lasting world peace. 
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Over the last few yeara w have witnerrsd dramatic eventa which have 

fundamentally altorod the political, racial, economic and physical landscape 

of the world. There changer prorent ua with the challenge and opportunity to 

re-examine the law@, inrtitutionr and value8 which have governed the 

relatioarrhipr of pooplor and nations. It ir in thie rpirit that we offer some 

thoughts in respect of what ir currently referred to aa the new world order. 

The formation of the United Nationa aome 46 years ago, with its vision of 

a new era of peace, human right8 and international co-operation, brought great 

hope and promise to the world’m peoples. Indeed, the United Nations has 

helped to usher in an unprecedented degree of international co-operation, 

mutual respect and understanding among the peoples and nations of the world. 

However, at the name time, it has become increasingly evident that the 

available international machinery and processes need to be greatly 

strengthened to ensure peace and security in the world and to address newly 

emerging global issues. 

Long-term solutions to the many issues facing the world will require a 

new and comprehensive vision of a global society, supported by a new system of 

values. This recognition does not imply the abandonment of legitimate 

loyalties, the suppression of cultural diversity or the abolition of national 

autonomy. It calls for a wider loyalty, for a far higher aspiration than has 

thus far animated human efforts. It clearly requires subordination of 

national impulses, needs and interests to the imperative claims of a unified, 

peaceful and prosperous world. 

I wish once again to express heartfelt thanks and gratitude on behalf of 

the Republic of the Marshall Islands on the occasion of our accession to 
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membership in the United Nations. Wo look forward to working with all of you, 

with the staff of the United Nations and with the specialised agencies. 

It is an honour to be serving as an active Member of the United Nations, 

and as a full participant, in striving to meet the goals of the Orqanieation 

and the challenges of the future. 

Once bgain, -1 Tata - thank you very much. 

T&m (interpretation from Arabic)8 On behalf of the 

General Assembly. I wish to thank the President of the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands for the statement he has just made. 

l!lr.knala~Praridsntof__tha.ofmMQ6-~n 

ES.GQ_Ltdd from the81 W . 

AGENDA ITEM 9 (m-u) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr. VAY- (Finland): Mr. President, it is a real pleasure for me 

to see you presiding over our deliberations. I am sure that under your 

skilful guidance this session of the General Assembly will proceed smoothly 

and successfully. 

It is heartening to note the significant i~crcese in the membership of 

the United Nations. On behalf of my Government I warmly welcome among us the 

Republic of Korea, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Federated 

States of Micronesia, and the Republic of the Marshall Islands as well as the 

Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

In particular, Finland salutes the membership of its Baltic neighbours, 

with which we have now re-established relations and entered into close 

cooperation. 
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The fact that the Baltic Stater have regained their rightful place among 

the independent natiour reflects the profound change now under way. So far 

the moat rtriking remultx of thim change are visible mainly in Europe. 

However , this im a world-wide change and it ham an impact everywhere. The 

divided world which emerged after the Second World War 18 now giving way to a 

new order. 

The old power structures were founded on the outcome of the war and the 

military strength of the respective countries, The United Nations was created 

then to forestall the cau8es of future wars. Soon, however, the antagonism 

between East and West began to grow. The military alliance8 were 

established. The Soviet Union and the United States developed into military 

super-Powers. The power struggle between East and West extended all over the 

world and was entwined, a8 an essential part, in all major regional crises. 

Along with the military antagonisms and the arm8 race, nations have been 

competing in the economic and technological fields. The nature of this 

competition ha8 changed markedly during the past few decades. We have moved 

into an e-3 of high technology and world-wide integration. This creates 

growing interdependence between nations, but also increases differences. 

Economically and technologically strong nations are able to become even more 

advanced and thus to increase their international influence. 
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The old worlel order is passing into history, and a new one is emerging. 

In Europe, this has led from confrontation to co-operation. A new 

comprehensive European architecture is currently being worked out. In order 

to cope with new conflicts that emerge and to safeguard paaceful and 

democratic change, the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 

(CSCE) will have to be strengthened. The basic principles of CSCE are solid, 

but its working methods and operational capabiLities need to be further 

improved. We hope and expect that the CSCE follow-up meeting and the summit to 

be held in Helsinki next year will break new ground in this regard. 

Tragically, in Yugoslavia, political ferment has led to increasing 

violence with potentially unsettling consequences for the whole of Europe. 

Finland supports the efforts of the CSCS and the European Community to stop 

the cycle of violence and to help find a political solution in Yugoslavia. 

United Nations support for these efforts is also vital. 

Elsewhere in the world the new realities have facilitated the settlement 

of several regional conflicts. Namibia was set free. Apartheid is 

disappearing. Conflicts in Afghanistan, Cambodia, Central America and Western 

Sahara are being wound down. Even in the intractable Middle East there is a 

glimmer of hope. 

The best example of the strengthened role of the United Nations is the 

liberation of Kuwait and the restoration of its independence. The Charter of 

the United Nations withstood a violent challenge to its authority. The 

Security Council acted promptly and effectively. The United Nations is and 

must continue to be actively engaged in alleviating the suffering caused by 

the Gulf War. This is true of humanitarian and other assistance, 

peace-keeping. as well as the elimination of Iraq's remaining weapons of mass 
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destruction. Reapect for international law and collective security remain8 

the basis of protecting the socurlty of all Statoe, especially the smaller 

onea. 

Side by side with t.heBe positive trends, global problems remain that have 

to be tackled. On the one hand, the aconomic and eocial problems of the 

developing countries continue undiminished. Poverty and want are increasing. 

Development prospects remain bleak. On the other hand, the Eastern and 

Central European countries, striving towards democracy. respect for human 

rights and a market economy, need and must be given economic support. 

Therefore, the developed nations must help solve these world-wide problems of 

development in a true spirit of global partnership. 

The time has come to unravel the conflict that exists between the economy 

of man and that of nature. The tasks involved are not entirely contradictory: 

improved technology in the leas developed countries can help achieve boLlI a 

higher material standard of living and an ecologically Bounder society. Yet, 

humanity must face the truth8 the present trend leada inevitably to depletion 

of natural reaourceB, climatic changes and serious damage to nature. We are 

endangering our own welfare and that of our children. If the present trend 

continues, the very existence of mankind will be in question. 

The combined effect of environmental destruction, population growth and 

climate change can be both rapid and irreversible. The world has little time 

to change its ways. Therefore, the United Nations Conference on Environment 

and Development must become a turning-point, the beginning of a process 

towards ecologically sustainable development. My Government hopes that the 

ongoing negotiations on global framework conventions on climate change and 

biodiversity can be concluded in time for the Conference. Another process of 

global negotiations that will, we hope, be initiated by the Conference is thp 
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framework convention on forestry. The livelihood of my own country is to a 

great extent derived from forestry and forest resources. Forests grow slowly. 

hut. can be squandered quickly. I speak from experience and with conviction 

when I emphasixe the importance of forests in global resource management. 

There is one cure for many environmental problems: forestation and 

reforestation. Forests provide fuelwood. Forests prevent deaertification, 

floods and erosion. Forests protect cultivated land and shelter flora and 

fauna. Forests temper extreme changes in the climate and slow down more 

permanent changes, Moreover, forests absorb carbon dioxide. 

All these environmental and developmental concerns, which have emerged 

during recent decades, present a formidable challenge to mankind. In order to 

meet this challenge we have to capture today the same sense of solidarity and 

joint responsibility that inspired the birth of nation-States. We have to 

incorporate into our political systems a new, global level. The world needs a 

new global architecture for human interaction, decision-making and 

cooperation. Such a new world architecture must take into account current 

real itiea. The responsibility for both development and the environment should 

be borne by nations according to the ratio of their power and wealth. The 

strongest economic Powers, whic.11 profit most from world-wide integration, 

should bear the main responsibility for helping those countries that do not 

have sufficient possibilities to succeed in this competition. Burden-sharing 

in financing, be it development aid or environmental investments, should be 

based not only on capacities in terms of gross national product, but also in 

terms of current account surpluses of national economies. Furthermore, we 

have to consider whether the share of financing for the environment could be 

hased on the use of non-renewable natural resources and the damage caused to 
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nature. Thaw countries that profit mart should pay the largest share of the 

corta involved. 

When conceptualiring this now architecture of global decision-making, we 

must alro be ready to reform and rtrongthen l rirting l tructures for 

international cooperation. In thim regard, reform of the United Nations 

system bacomos errrntial.* 

* Mr. Nyakyi (IJnited Republic of Tanzania). Vice-Pr,asident, took the 

Chair. 
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Therefore my Government welcomes the proposal by the Secretary-General, 

in his report on the work of the Organiration, that a well-organined process 

of analysis and consultation be initiated in which Governments can outline 

their priorities for the achievement of their desired objectives for the 

Organisation. 

Let me in thin context ray that the Secretary-General's report ix yet 

another manifestation of th c lucid and thoughtful reasoning that the Member 

States have come to expect iiom him. Ilis tenure at the helm of the 

Organisation has added inuneaaurably to the effectiveness and prestige of the 

United Nat!.ons. 

Tho reforms in the economic and social fields call for a new kind of 

division of responsibilities, This can be done without changing the 

democratic nature of the world Organization. The objective must be to 

maintain the United Nations in the forefront of development activities. With 

this in mind, the Nordic countries have undertaken a study called the "Nordic 

United Nations Project". It reflects the desire of our Governments, which 

provide about one third of the financing of United Nations development 

activities, to make the system more transparent, responsive and accountable. 

Regarding humanitarian assistance, the alructurea and coordination within 

the United Nations must be clarified and atrdngthened ayntemwide. In order to 

improve the ability of the United Nations to alleviate humanitarian 

emergencies and environmental cataatrophies rapidly, the concept of so-called 

United Nations Green Helmets deserves, in my viow, closer study and 

consideration. 

The capacity of the United Nations to maintain and restore international 

peace and security is of continuing concern to Finland. The clandestine 
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pursuit of weapons of mass destruction ana massive transfers of conventional 

arms are cau*e for growing and justified concern. These sources of present 

and future instability need to be addressed by the international community 

through strengthening non-proliferation arrangements and through novel 

approaches. Thus Finland strongly supports inCreased transparency in 

international arms transfers. The establishment of a universal =a 

non-discriminatory register of such transfers under United Nations management 

is an appropriate and pragmatic way to begin. 

Finland has consistently supported United Nations peace-keeping 

activities. We have long been one of the most important troop-contributing 

countries. We support the extension of United Nations peace-keeping into new 

fields, including that of the prevention of conflicts. We attach particular 

importance to strengthening further the role of the United Nations in the 

context of peace-making and peace enforcement. The strengthening of the 

united Nations peace-keeping role requires additional budgetary resources. I 

find it intolerable that the United Nations is constantly required to launch 

new operations without the certainty of full and timely financing from its 

membership. 

The new and more effective role of the United Nations in this area is 

currently being studied by the Nordic countries, aa we are actively engaged 

in formulating concrete proposals in this regard. 

The United Nations was born to prevent war. That primary responsibility 

remains valid. However, five decades ago it was not possible to foresee how 

extensive the present and future problems of development and environment would 

be. When the Charter of the United Nations was formulated, nobody knew what 

role economic and technological developments would play and what effects they 
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would have internationally. Row, as the Organisation ia approaching its 

fiftieth anniversary, there ia ample reason for a thorough review of the 

challenge5 the United Rationo ix facing and of the adequacy of its structures 

and mechanisms, including the Charter, to respond to them. We need a new world 

architecture. 

Mr. P-Q (Portugal) (spoke in Portuguese: English text furnished 

by the delegation)r Pirst of all I should like to congratulate you. Sir, on 

your election to the presidency of the General Assembly and to express our 

confidence in your ability to ensure the success of this forty-sixth session. 

Our appreciation is extended also to the outgoing President, Mr. Guide de 

Marco, for the manner in which he carried out his mandate and for his 

contribution to reforms in the work of the Assembly. 

The mandate of the present Secretary-General of the Organiration is 

coming to an end. Portugal wishes to join all those who have expressed their 

deep appreciation for the dedication with which he has carried out his duties. 

This dedication has been decisive for the resolution of several crises and for 

the enhancement of the credibility of the United Nations as an instrument cf 

peace. 

The Charter of the United Nations has universal scope. Therefore, the 

admission of seven new countries is particularly significant because they 

enhance the representativity of this forum. I welcome the simultaneous 

admission of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the Republic of 

Korea - an important sign of the Korean people’s aspirations to 

reunification. And I also stress the special significance of the membership 

of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, whose commitment to independence and to 

democratic institutions prevailed over more than four decades of illegal 

occupation. 
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We are living through a time of change. We can state today that we are 

in the prerence of an overwhelming movement that boom not rparo oven those 

regions and political reg.imes that seemed unchangeable. I cannot think of a 

better example than the one provided by the people8 of the Soviet Uuion, who 

championed the restoration of democracy and pluralism. I reiterate here the 

positions expressed this morning by my Dutch colleague on behalf of the 

European Community and its member States. The memberr of the European 

community will do everythfng within their reach to contribute to the economic 

and social development of all central and eastern European countries, 

including Albania, to their great efforts toward democratisation and economic 

reform. 

Unfortunately, there is not just hope and optimism in Europe. Portugal 

is following with great apprehension the tragic developments in Yugoslavia. 

The spectre of civil war and the resurgence of exacerbated nationalism in a 

historically key region for the stability of Europe have compelled the 

European Community and the member States of the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe to seek a negotiated solution to the internal 

differences opposing the peoples of Yugoslavia. We consider the escalation of 

violence unacceptable and we appeal to all forums and to international public 

opinion to support any efforts aimed at an inunediate cease-fire and to 

negotiations based on good faith. 
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It is a permanent concern of Portuguese foreign policy that the European 

Community should not stray from its comnitmenta to other continents. In 

Africa, a continent to which Portugal is linked by historical and cultural 

ties, there have been developments to which the international community should 

not remain indifferent. The efforts of an increasing number of countries to 

democratire their regimes, as well as progress in the field of human rights 

and the creation of market economies, deserve international recognition. 

I point out the cases of Cape Verde and Sao Tome and Principe as 

remarkable examples of a process of political renewal. It is also in this 

context and in a very special way that Portugal salutes the Angolan nation. 

Peace in Angola is now a valuable fait, and general elections, in 

line with the terms of the Estoril agreements, will take place next year. We 

are certain that with the active support of the international community all 

Angolans will be able to recover the time lost and rapidly transform their 

country into one of the major poles of development in southern Africa. 

In this region of Africa, we continue to support efforts towards the 

building of a new South Africa, f~. :y democratic and free from any form of 

discrimination. We welcome the measures already adopted to eliminste 

apartheid. We welcome too the dialogue that is being established between the 

main African forces. That dialogue will pave the way for a new South Africa. 

We also hope that the conflict which has so deeply affected Mozambique 

will soon come to an end. We support without reservation all initiatives 

aimed at fostering a genuine peace in Mozambique. We are willing to offer our 

best cooperation to that end. 
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Portugal will make all efforts within the framework of the international 

orqanizations of which it is a member, and in particular within the framework 

of the European Community, to prevent assistance from the industrialised 

co*untries ta other regions from reducing the flow of financial aid and 

investments intended for Africa. 

Latin America is also moving gradually towards fuller compliance with the 

rules of democratic institutions and fundamental rights as well as towards new 

forms of economic integration end the strengthening of tbe market. system. We 

reiterate our solidarity with the Governments that are pursuing these goals. 

My country has a centuries-old history of friendly relations with this 

region, strengthened by the significant social. economic and cultural 

contributions of the Portuguese communities that settled in countries such as 

Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

I cannot but underline how important it is for tbe international 

community to sponsor programmes aimed at sustained and equitable economic 

development. We also favour creative and flexible plans to solve the question 

of rhe region's foreign debt, which continues to be a considerable hindrance 

to the progress and the future of its peoples. 

Portugal has also been following with great interest the peace process in 

Central America, a region where the United Nations has played a major role in 

the search for a negotiated solution to questions that are vital to the 

stability of the countries involved. 

In this context we hope that current efforts will lead to true national 

reconciliation in El Salvador and in Guatemala. Within a framework of 

dialogue and cooperation, we hope that the eighth meeting of the §an Jose 

conference, to be held in Lisbon, will give a significant impetus to real and 

harmonious progress in the region. 
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The dramatic changer and l mergiag trends we have been witnessing on the 

international scene give urn reason to believe that the right of the people of 

East Timor to freedom and self-determination will not he forgotten after more 

than 15 years of illegal Indonesian occupation carried out by the use of force 

and in blatant disregard of the basic principles of the Charter and the 

resolutions of the both General Assembly and the Security Council, which have 

yet to be implemented. 

One of the main lessons we can draw from the developments we are 

currently witnessing - the restoration of the rights of self-determination and 

independence of the Baltic States and the rejection of the illegal occupation 

of Kuwait - is that situations based on the suppression of the legitimate 

rights of peoples and of their cultural, social and linguistic identity are 

inherently fragile and are bound to fail. While the last of the 

Non-Self-Governing Territories are being led to the final stages of their 

decolonisation processes - and I recall in this context the recent accession 

to independence and admission to the United Nations of Micronesia and the 

Marshall Islands, both situated in the Pacific region and, like several other 

Member States of the United Nations, much smaller and less populous than East 

Timor - regrettable anachronisms still persist in East Timor in the last 

decade of the present century, a decade proclaimed by the United Nations as 

devoted to the eradication of colonialism. 

In the case of East Timor - a Non-Self-Governing Territory for which 

Portugal is still responsible as the administering Power recognized by the 

United Nations - fundamental principles are at stake. The defence of those 

principles has been a determining factor in some of the most significant 
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actions undertaken by this Organisation and, in particular, by the Security 

Council. I am referring to the principles of the non-use of force and the 

inadmissibility of illegitimate military conquest as an acceptable claim for 

territorial enlargement: respect for the right to self4etermination of 

colonial peoples; and upholding the basic human rights and freedoms of both 

peoples and individuals. 

We are convinced that the international community as a whole, and the 

united Nations in particular, should be involved in a more consistent and 

committed manner in the search for a political settlement of this question 

based on respect for the principles I have just mentioned. In fact, it is 

those principles that are at stake in East Timor, and not an alleged bilateral 

dispute hetween Portugal and Indonesia. The last 15 years have proved that 

widespread repression and the use of force have not been able to consolidate 

the illegal status quo imposed upon the Territory. They have rather prompted 

the East Timorese people to a stubborn and undaunted resistance and to a 

protest movement that very few would have ever dared anticipate. 

Portugal, living up to its responsibilities, has been systematically 

drawing the international community's attention to tbe seriousness of the 

situation prevailing in East Timor and to the need to bring it to an end 

through the free exercise of the right to self-determination and through 

respect for the human rights and identity of the people. We have also 

cooperated closely with the mediation efforts of the Secretary-General. Under 

his auspices, an agreement was recently reached between Portugal and Indonesia 

on the terms of reference for a proposed visit to East Timor to be undertaken 

soon by a Portuguese parliamentary delegation in order to obtain first-hand 

information on the situation. 
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We hope that thir initiative will lead to the renumption of a real 

dialogue involving all parties legitimately concerned and contrlbute to 

increased awareneal by the iaternstional cowwwnity of the need to rolve thrt 

problem in accordance with the universally accepted principloa that the United 

Nations haa the mandate to promote and defend. 

The European Cormnunity declarations of Venice and Madrid constitute solid 

reference points for Portuguere foreign policy regarding the Widdlo Eaatr in 

our view, respect for international legality - in particular Security Council 

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) - should guide all partler involved. 

In this context we support the initiative6 of the United States 

Administration based on a full commitment and a profound knowledge of the 

nature of the conflict. We call on the partien involved to tab advantage of 

this historic opportunity. 

Portugal, a country with historical and cultural links with northern 

Africa, has been giving its support to the pioneering integration initiatives 

of the Arab Maghreb Union, which have qreat1.y contributed to cooperation with 

Europe tind to strengthening dialogue in the Mediterranean. 

I wish now to address briefly a few issues that, because of their 

significance, have increasingly become the focus of attention in the United 

Nations and, naturally in my country. 

1 shall refer first to the preservation of the environment. The issues 

to be discussed in this area concern Government8 and citizens, and 

industrialized and developing countries. The environmental policies 

established now will ultimately determine the inheritance of future 

generations. We must not fail in this endeavour. 
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The United Nation8 Conference on Bnvironment and Development that will 

take place in June of next year in Rio de Janeiro deaervea special mention. 

Portual hope6 that at the Conference all participants will pledge their firm 

political coaunitment to enable a rational exploration of natural re8ource8 and 

alleviate the damaging l ffectr of environmental degradation. 

In the human rightr field, Portugal reaffirms its commitment to the cause 

of the immediate abolition of capital punishment, consistent with the 

positions that we have put forward in various forum6, namely. within the 

framework of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), the 

Council of Europe and the United Nationa. We welcome the rrcent entering into 

force of the Second Additional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights which aims at the abolition of capital punishment. We 

appeal for the timely ratification of this instrument, whose geographical 

implementation is, unfortunately, still limited. 

Portugal joins the overwhelming majority of countries in their concern 

tor the tragic situation faced by victims of natural disasters and conflicts 

over which, in most cases, they have no control. The solution to these 

situations must be provided by a better coordination of existing humanitarian 

aid mechanisms. 

Therefore, we hope that the Assembly will take into account the 

initiative of the States members of the European Community on emergency 

humanitarian aid and will approve a resolution on this issue. This is an 

instance where solidarity among the various countries and the United Nations 

can alleviate the suffering of millions. 
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To conclude, I rhould like to state the Portuguese position regarding the 

responsibility that the Member States should have in the future activities of 

our Organicstion, 

The developments X have been mentioning are raising expectations in world 

public opinion. Most answers can be found within the framework of the United 

Nations. In fact this forum is going through a crucial period of its history 

and for the first time, owing to the considerable easing of international 

tensions, is in a position to address pending issues related to the essential 

objectives of the Charter. 

Portugal urges all Member States to participate actively in thia task and 

stresses that the United Nations o f  tomorrow will constitute a forum where the 

problems and conflicts still besetting the globe can be discussed freely, 

without any -0striction. 

This is a challenge for all of ~8, as we share the coxxnon responsibility 

of eliminating the deep political, social and economic imbalance6 that 

continue to affect the peoples of this planet, particularly in the context of 

North-South relaticns. 

Only in an integrated way and through dialogue and international 

cooperation will it be possible to overcome the difficulties and roadblocks 

that affect the international community. Portugal will do everything within 

its power to achieve these goals. It is in this spirit that we are 

participating in the present session of the General Assembly. It is also in 

this spirit that we look forward to undertaking the presidency of the European 

Community in 1992. 

Mr , NAKAYAMA (Japan) (spoke in Japanene: English text furnished by 

the delegation): I should like first to extend my heartfelt congratulations 

to His Excellency Mr. Samir Shihabi upon his election as President of the 
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General Assembly at this historic forty-sixth session. I am pleased also to 

have this opportunity to express my respects and appreciation to 

His Excellency Mr. Guide de Marco for the very able manner in which he 

prasided over the forty-fifth session. 

On bshalf of the Government and the people of Japan, I wish to extend a 

hearty welcome to the countries that have been newly admitted to United 

Nations membership: the Dsmocratic People's Republic of Korea, the Republic 

of Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia, tha Republic of the Marshall 

Jslands, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the Republic of 

Lithuania. With these seven new Member States and with the Cambodian Supreme 

Nationai Council occupying its country's seat, I am glad to see the 

Organiration's enhanced universality at the very time when the United Nations 

may be expected finally to attain the high ideals held for it since its 

founding. 

Lastly, I wish to pay a high tribute to the Secretary-General for the 

important contributions he has msde for world peace. 

In a span of just two years the world has undergone a historic change 

with the end of the cold war and with the Gulf crisis. The international 

community is thus in a historic time of transition as efforts are being made 

to fashion a new world order. Now, as the world moves from controntation to 

cooperation, tremendous possibilities are opening up for human progreas. 

This shift has provided new impetus for the resolution of regional issues 

through dialogue. It is clear that the process of bringing an end to the Gulf 

crisis has had a favourable impact on progress towards the peaceful resolution 

of conflicts in the Middle East, Cambodia, Western Sahara, Angola, Central 

America, Afghanistan and elsewhere. Prospects for the future are bright in 
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Europa 8e wall. with the 1992 integration of the European Cornnunity and its 

link-up with the rfuropean Irreo Trade Aerociation, and the return of the East 

European St,atee to the European fold. 

At the same time, however, it muet be racognlead that the world is beast 

by the uncertainty and instability comnon to any time of tranritlon. There is 

also the danger that religioue, ethnic, territorial and other diaputee may 

resurface aa the cold war structure ia diemantled. The Gulf crlaie was 

resolvad through the resolute action of the international community, and it is 

eaaentiel hereafter that we fully underetand the charactariatic featuraa of 

this time of transition end respond unerringly. In thJ pI reapect, Japan is 

profoundly concerned about developments in Yugoslavia and support8 the efforts 

of the European Community and others to mediate a peaceful resolution to that 

conflict. 
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Tho ritualion that im ewrging in the Soviet Union ia one of hirtoric 

tranrition toward the uaiverral valumr of froodom and democracy 80 we approach 

the twenty-firrt century. Homo to t!..ro-fourthm of the Earth’s population, 

many of the world’m doveloping couatrior contiauo to ruffer from the problems 

of grinding poverty, l luggimh growth, burgeoning dabt and population growth. 

It im the rorponmibility of the international cornunity to work for rurtainsd 

development in thoao countrior. 

In addition, with increaming intordopendence, humankind is faced with a 

l pato of problomm, much am thome concorning the global environment, refugees, 

drug8 and terrorimm, which no one country or region can solve on its own but 

for whom. l olution wo mumt all join togothor, on the basis of the realitation 

that the world im one. At thim historic time of tran8ition, each country 

throughout the world im called upon to forge a new approach appropriate to the 

new ora, aud then all must work together in a shared effort to create a new 

world order. 

With a aenee of sincere contrition over the past war, the Japanese people 

are resolutely determined never again to become a military Power. In the more 

than 40 years since the Second World War, while striving to attain the level 

of development that it enjoys todRy, Japan has worked tirelessly, through a 

wide range of economic and othor exchanges, to translate into actual policies 

the philosophy of living, and the resolve to live, as a nation of peace. 

In considering the circumstances that enabled Japan to achieve its 

present prosperity in an international climate of peace, I believe that the 

new international order that we seek must be one that strives, first, to 

ensure peace and securityt secondly, to respect freedom-and democracy; 

thirdly, to guarantee world prosperity through open market economies: 
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fourthly, to prerervo an l avlronmont in which all poop10 can lead rewarding 

Iivert and, fifthly, to croato rtablo international rolationr founded upon 

dialogue and coop~ratioo. 

There goala are basic tenets of Japanoss policy and are consistent with 

the purporer of the United Nations am met forth in itr Chartor. In this new 

era of collaboration and cooperation, the United Nationr will be expected to 

play a central role in surmounting the many challenges facing the 

international conununity. This view was alao expressed in the Political 

Declaration of the London rununit. 

Dedicated to peace in full recognition of ita past experiences and 

cognizant of the global responsibilitiss that accrue as B result of its 

economic strength, Japan has a historic mission to make the maximum possible 

contribution to our conmnon efforts to achieve the goals of the new world order. 

The international comnunity coalesced magnificently around the United 

Nations rn response to the crisis in the Gulf. Japan, too, extended maximum 

cooperation to the efforts of the countries concerned to restore peace to the 

Gulf and to the front-line countries hard hit by the economic dislocations 

resulting from the war. As a result of Japan’s participation in this 

international response to the blatant challenge to the rule of law and the 

violation of peace. there developed among the Japanese people a heightened 

awareness that, as a peace-loving country, Japan has an obligation to 

contribute actively to efforts led by the United Nations to secure and 

maintain world peace. Accordingly, after the cease-fire Japan dispatched to 

the Gulf region Japanese disaster relief teams to address environmental 

problems and to provide refugee relief, and also dispatched minesweepers to 

ensure navigational safety in the Gulf. 
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Although a coalo-firo ir in l ffoct, aumotou8 problonr ronsin, including 

tho quemtioam of l rtablirhiw lntornationsl bOrdor8, of menitoriaq tho 

cea80-fin, of 8ottliuq tho reparationa i88u0, l nQ of l liminatiuq Iraq'8 

weapon8 of mas8 608truction. Tho rorolutioa of th880 i88uos ha8 boon 

8ntrurtod to tho Unitod RatiOal. It ir l 88ontial that Iraq faithfully comply 

with all Security Council rO8OlUtiOO8 80 a8 to acilitato their rmooth and 

prompt implomntation, end that it coop8rat8 with tho work of tho Special 

COmi88iOn on tho dortruction of weapons of maa8 dertruction. Likewise, 

rtacogni8ing that all Mombor Stat08 have an obligation to support the80 task8 

of the Unitod Nation8 aCtiVOly, Japan will continua to bo unstinting in its 

support. 

The Gulf crisis is part, but for the 8ako of long-term regional 

stability, it i8 088Ontial that rOn\aininq iSSUO8, ruch as the problem of peace 

in the Middle Bast and tho security of tho Gulf, be rosolv8d. This will 

require the active involvement of the international coimnunity as a whole, 

respecting the initiative8 and Wish88 Of the COUntriO in the region. Through 

the efforts of the United States and the Soviet Union, progress is now being 

made toward8 holding an international conference on peace in the Middle East, 

and we very much hope that all of the parties concerned will strive to conduct 

these negotiations flexibly and realistically and that they will succeed in 

their shared endeavour. 

Japan intends to intensify its dialogue with the parties concerned and to 

extend all possible and appropriate cooperation to efforts to achieve a just, 

lasting and comprehensive peace, in line with Security Council resolutions 

242 (1967) and 338 (1973). 
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There are a number of lessona to be learned from the Gulf crisis. !l%e 

first of these is tbat once armed conflict erupts it inevitably causes 

tremendous human suffering aad takea vast amounts of human and material 

resources to resolve. From this it is clear that conflict prelention is a 

matter of special urgency and deserves highest priority, If the United 

Nations is to be able to engage effectively in preventive diplomasy, it is 

essential that the Secretary-General, the Security Council and the General 

Assembly easb function effestjively withia their realms of responsibility. 
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In an effort to add substance to the draft declaration on fact-finding by 

the United Nations that has beon submitted at thin session of the Ganeral 

Assembly, and to eoable the Secretary-Goneral, with the rupport of the 

Security Council and others, to move vigoroumly at a very l atly stage to 

prevent conflict, Japan would like to propose the establishment of a 

conflict-preventioa system based on the following meas’lres. 

?irrt, the Secretariat’s ability continuously to monitor and analyse 

information relating to possible conflicts should be substantially 

strengthened. Secondly, oD-site fact-finding missions should be dispatched. 

Thirdly, early warnings should be issued as the situation requires. Pourthly, 

good offices aDd mediation OffOrtS should be undertaken under the authority of 

the Secretary-General. Japan hopes to work together with other Member States 

during this session of the GODOrd Assembly for the early establishment of an 

effective system for conflict prevention. 

The second lesson to be learned from the Gulf crisis is that the amassing 

of massive arsenals by one country through the international transfer and 

proliferation of weapons contributes to aggressive behaviour when such actions 

are tied to that country’s political aims. Thus, the most important issue in 

the wake of the Gulf crisis is that of strengthening efforts in the fields of 

the international transfer of conventicnal weapons and the non-proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction and missiles. This is an area in which Japan 

has long taken active initiatives. 

There is an urgent need to establish a United Nations reporting system 

that would enhance the transparency of such international transfers of 

conventional weapons. Japan has advocated the establishment of just such a 

system since March of this year. Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu announced at 

the Kyoto Conference on disarmament issues in May that Japan would be 
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rubmittiag a draft rorolution to tbir affect to the General Asrembly at this 

S@ElBiOkl. At proD.nt, wo mte conrnulting with the countries of the lhropean 

Cormkunity and othera concerned, and re hard at work drafting thir draft 

rorolution. Given tbo importance of sstabliahing such a system as soon aa 

poraiblm, I very much bopo it will find wide support throughout the General 

Allaemhly . 

Racogni8ing that therm may be ~otne technical issues involved in ensuring 

that ruch a ryrtoa oparator rmootbly, we are prepared to cooperate with the 

United Nations in boating a meeting next year in Japan to elaborate these 

ilJlJllOB. Likowiso, rbould the need ariae, we are also prepared to offer 

appropriate cooperation to enhance the database capabilities of the Department 

for Dimarmament Affaira for the implementation of this system. 

As the only country to have suffered the devastation of atomic weapons, 

Japan is working for the ultimate abolition of all nuclear arma and has 

proposed a step-by-step approach to the cessation of nuclear testing. 1 par a 

high tribute to the United Staten and the Soviet Union for having concluded 

the Strategic Arm Reduction Treaty this year. I hope that still further 

efforts will be mado towards nuclear disarmament. At the same time, I would 

point out in regard to the current situation in the Soviet Union that the 

international conrrunity very much hopes that that country will ratify and 

fulfil its treaty obligationa in the field of arms control and will maintain 

the strictest control over its nuclear arsenals. 

Furthermore, it is very important that the nuclear non-proliferation 

Treaty (NPT) gain greater universality, and I have long called upon all 

countries that have not yet done 80 to accede to this Treaty. I am sincerely 

gratified by France’s decision to sign the NPT: by China's announcement, 

during Prime Minister Kaifu’s recent visit, of its intention to become a party 
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to itr and by South Africa’r accession to it. I wry much hope that France, 

China and all other countries that have not yet dono so will becom parties to 

the RPT promptly and that the Treaty will be l stonded well beyond 1995. 

In order to strengthen the NI’T, it is also important to reinforce and 

improve the rafequardr system of the International Atomic Energy Agency, and 

for this purpose Japan has proposed a syaten which includes the use of l pecial 

inspections. It ir deplorable that there is still a country that is a party 

to the NPT but has not yet concluded a safeguards agrmewnt as called for by 

the Treaty, and I hope that this situation will be rectified a8 soon as 

possible. 

On the question of chemical weapona, aa I stressed in the rtqtement I 

delivered at the Conference on Disarmament in June of thir year, it ia 

important that the negotiations on the chemical weapona convention; be 

concluded at the earliest possible date, before we lose the momentum provided 

by the Gulf crisis. There is very little time until the mid-1992 deadline and 

I hope the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva will continue its work even 

while the General Assembly is in session. The position of Japan on the 

question of missiles was set forth in its appeal at the Tokyo Conference on 

the Missile Technology Control Regime this March, and it is hoped that all 

countries will adop’. the Regime guidelines. 

The Gulf crisis demonstrated anew how very important it is that conflicts 

be resolved peacefully through international cooperative efforts led by the 

United Nations. At the same time, it made the world aware once again of the 

importance of United Nations peace-keeping operations to ensure that a 

cease-fire once established is not breached. In today’s changing world, the 

peace-keeping Opel tions are an increasingly important and indispensable 

activity for promoting the resolution of regional c inflicts, and it is 
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l rpocted that they rill ba further activated in the ronthr and yoarr ahead. 

Bnbanciag their function and authority will require brosdor participstion in 

terms of perronaol from the United lationr wmbermhip and a more rtable 

financial bare. 

So far, Japan ham sought to buttrerm the peace-koepiag oporationr by 

voluntsry coatributionr to atart-up comts sod by rubrcriptionr to the trust 

fund for such operationa. turther, the GoverDmeat of Japan has just presented 

to the lational Diet a bill that would put in pleco new domemtic arrangements 

enabling Japan to rtrengthen its contribution to efforts for world peace in 

terms of personnel while contiDuiD9 to extend financial COOpOratiOD. 

The wave of reform under way in the Soviet UD~OD givas us hope that it 

may be possible to develop a DOW cooperative relationship with that country in 

the context of the Dew international political aDd economic order. Japan 

sincerely relcomer the historic chsD9es taking place in the Soviet Union, and 

intends to work to develop a Dew relationship based upon the following 

principles, 

Pirat is the priociple of strong support for, and solidarity with, the 

total thrust of the reforms io Soviet domestic and foreign policy and of 

enhancing and expanding appropriate and effective assistance. 

The second is that of dramatically strengthening and enhancing 

multifaceted cooperation with the republics, especially our neighbour, the 

Russian Republ i, . In this connection, Japan very much appreciates the view 

expressed by the leadership of the Russian Republic that the distinction 

between victor and vanquished has no place in the creation of the new world 

order, and hopes to strengthen new cooperative relations along these lines. 
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The third is that of l xpsnding sppropriato cooperation 10 that an open 

Soviet Union can be accepted aa a truly cooatructive partner in the 

Asia-Pacific region. 

The fourth ir that of actively mupporting oxpandod cooperative relations 

of the Soviet Union with international economic organirationm, including a 

special association with the International Monetary lurid and the World Bank, 

so as to integrate the Soviet Union into the world l conony. 

The fifth and momt important is that of concluding, in line with the 

principle of law and justice, as empharired by the Burrian Republic, a peace 

treaty between our tvo countries by way of remolving the territorial issue at 

the earliest possible time and hence effecthg a fundamental development in 

our bilater,al relationship. Japan ir confident that much a dramatic 

improvement in Japanese-Russian and Japanese-Soviet relations can make a 

creative contribution to the structuring of the new world order that we all 

desire. 

There are still a number of unresolved conflicts and disputes in the 

Asia-Pacific region. As an Asian-Pacific country itself, Japan is pursuing an 

active foreign policy so as to create an international order for ever free of 

confrontation and division. 

In this sense, the fact that South Korea and North Korea have joined the 

United Nations simultaneously at this lession is an event of historic 

significance, and one we welcome aa heralding peace and the relaxation of 

tensions on the Korean peninsula. I very much hope that South Korea and North 

Korea will continue to work for peaceful unification through direct dialogue 

in keeping with the principles of the United kbtions Charter. Thus I 
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appreciate the conrtructivo proporal for peaceful unification whit) rorident 

Roh Tao Woo mado in him l tatement thir morning. ?or itr part, Japan ham been 

engaged in negotiation8 mince the beginning of thim year for the aormali~ation 

of its relatioar with Worth Roroa, and intend8 to continue to negotiate in 

good faith 60 am to contribute to peace and l tability on the peninsula. 

There ia at long last good cau8e for optinira that a conprehenrive 

settlement may be achieved in Cambodia. Recogniring that the promotion of 

dialogue among the Cambodian partier thsmrolver ia the moat important factor 

for peace in that country, Japan ha8 undertaken a number of diplomatic 

initiatives, including the hosting of tha Tokyo meetin on Cambodia last 

year. We thus sincerely welcome the recent progrerr made by the Supreme 

National Council under the leaderrhip of His Royal Highnear 

Prince Samdech Norodom Sihanouk. Japan very much hopes that the Paris 

Conference on Cambodia will be reconvened at the end of October, that lasting 

peace will be attained with appropriate United Nation8 involvement and that 

vigorous nation-building efforts in accordance with the will of the Cambodian 

people will begin a8 loon as possible. 

Japan also velcomes the rapid progress that is being made to bring about 

domestic reforms in South Africa, including the abolition of the legal 

foundation of apartheid. We nope that discussions for the drafting of a new 

constitution will commence 80011. Japan is ready to support the efforts of all 

parties concerned for the establishment of a free and democratic society 

without racial discrimination in South Africa. 

Turning to the situation in Afghanistan, Japan welcomes efforts to 

achieve a political settlement, includiny the Secretary-General’s five-point 

proposal and the agreement by the United States and the Soviet Union to end 
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their arma rhlpnatl to combatanta tharo. Jmpao continuer to rupport tho 

tireless effortr for peace of all the partier concornod. 

Many of the dovmlopiu9 countriar of Amia, Africa and Latin kwrica are 

beret by incroamingly 9ravo economic and racial difficultior. It ir vitally 

important for all the world that dovolopment ba proaotod and prorpority 

achieved in thora countriar. With the threat of nuclear war having recmded 

and ideoloqical conflict br.iasl a thin9 of tho part, thim ir now the 

international conmmnuniiy’s most important rerponribility. 

It ir l srontial that WI rupport those developing counl:riar that are 

making self-help efforts for economic reconrtruction and Llevelopment in close 

conrultation with international orgsnirationr, and it im erpecially imperative 

that the necemrary financial raaourcea, including re8ourcas from the private 

sector, ba made available by the indurtrialired countries. Japan is working 

to enhance its official development asairtance under itr ?ourth Uedium-Term 

Target, and it is also steadily implementing its capital recycling programme. 

In view of the special needs of the least-developed countries, Japan 

cooperated with the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDP) to host 

the Least-Developed Countries Tokyo Forum this May to atudy'wayr to deal with 

their problems. In an effort to widen further the loop of cooperation, Japan 

is planning to convene in Tokyo in 1993 a swmnit-level African development 

conference to address the problems of African countries. 

The maintenance and strengthening of the free and multilateral trading 

system i:, indispensable to world economic development, and the successful 

conclusion of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Uruguay Round 

is both the most important issue facing the 1 )rld economy and a priority 

foreign policy issue for Japan. Japan intends to cooperate with the other 
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countries concerned In making ovary poraible offott to coacludo the Uruguay 

Round by the end of the year. 

Am a preroquir;te to muatainad promparity, it ir moat urqmnt that wa work 

to resolve the many global l nvironmental isruor throatoninp tha vary rurvival 

of thm human rata and to crest. a world more congenial to human llfo. 

However , threats to the world l nvitonment, global uarmirq, depletion of 

tropical forasta, destruction of the osona layot and l nctoachinq 

desertification have grown more serious in racont yearr. 

During this Intornatioaal Dmcado for Watural of Diaamtat Reduction, which 

comnenced last year, it 10 l maential that wr redouble out efforts to prevent 

and mitigate natural disastetm. 

Resolving these global environmental irmuer will require that people 

everywhere transcend the bartierr that separate them and work togothor. 

The United Nation8 Conference on tnviroruwnt and Dovalopment to be held 

next year is an important opportunity for all countries to join togothat and 

agree on ways of ensuring a congenial environment for the future. As an 

industrialired Asian nation, and one that ha8 managed to reconcile the dual 

demands of development and the environment, Japan hoper to contribute to 

building a cooperative framework for industrialired and developing countries, 

and is determined to take active initiatives for the success of this 

Conference. It is also from this position that we intend to continue to play 

an important role in the negotiations for the framework convention on climate 

change. 

Hoping to support the upgrading of developing countries’ ability to deal 

with the need for environmental conservation, Japan intends to continue to 

implement vigorously its development assistance, including the establishment 
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of thff United Hations Environment Program6 Internationel &wironmentsl 

Technology Centre in Jappan and its eupport for the sustainable management of 

tropical forestry re6ource6 through, for exeaple, the International Tropical 

Timber Orgaaioation. 
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Cresting o world in which hwnan valuer are rompoctod and poop10 

ovorywhero can load liver of dignity im beyond the cspabilitiom of any mingle 

nation and im truly a tamk for 811 hwnankind. Am the firmt l top in croating 

much a world, it im l mmential that the CundanuJntal hwlan rightm of l voryone be 

guaranteed, and that ml1 poop10 bo l nablod to l xorcimo their god-given 

abilitiom. Believing that rempoct for hunan rightm im a univormal valua and 

the foundation of world peace and stability, Japan im making an active offort 

to hsvo human rightm rompacted and promoted world-wide. Uo are thum cancernod 

that thorn are mtill mome countries where theme fundamental human rightm are 

not yet rompected. 

The wave of demcratixation in Eastern Europe ham mwelled to a major 

currant of dsmocroti8otion world-wide and ham mpsrked global refornm. Thim 

April the Government of Japan mtated that its official development amrimtance 

will be ertmnded with mpecial attention to the following considerationmr the 

trends in military expenditures by the recipient country, itm effortm to 

promote democratiration and to introduce a market-oriented economy, and the 

situation with regard to securing basic human rights and freedomm. In line 

with thim approach, Japan intends through its aid to support and contribute to 

efforts for democrotiration and OCODOmiC reform8 world-wide. 

The tragedy of on increasing number of refugees and displaced persons 

generated by regional problems and armed conflicts in many parts of the world 

is a direct affront to the concept of respect for humanity. It is imperative 

that the entire world join together in extending relief to these unfortunate 

people I said to number some 17 million, and Japan iatends to continue its 

vigorous assistance through the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner 
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for Refugees and other international bodies. In thin regard, Japan feels it 

would be appropriate for a working group, to be organised with the 

participation of intarnationsl organisations and other interested parties, to 

study the possibility of a system to forecast new flows of refugees and to 

iasue early warnings. 

There 1s an urgent need to strengthen the abilty of the United Nationa to 

provide relief assistance in the event of major emergencies. Measures must be 

taken to atrengthen the coordination and cooperation structures among the 

humanitarisn relief agencies under the Secretary-General and also to ensure 

that the relief activities of these agencies have maximum effect. Relieving 

that it would be useful for all countries and United Nations agencies to form 

a stand-by network for the provision of whatever personnel and relief goods 

they can offer, Japan intends to take an active part in such an international 

endeavour. 

It is hoped that the United Nations will play a central role in 

international cooperation for the creation of a new world order. Never before 

in the nearly half a century the United Nations has been in existence has 

support for it been so widespread and expectations so high. This ia perhaps 

the first time ever that conditions have been so favourable for achieving the 

high ideals envisioned by the Organisation’s founders. 

We are at a historic watershed, and whether the United Nations will be 

able to achieve the great things that people everywhere expect of it and to 

create a better world for the twenty-first century depends upon what uses we 

rl;ake of it and how well we as Member States support and defend it. Indeed, 

the United Rations is what its Member States make it. 
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(Mr,_ .Nekrruame, JBRAR) 

At present I would be hard pressed to say that the United Nations is 

capable of fully and effectively meeting our expectations. We need to create 

a strong and efficient United Nations abls to respond fully to the needs of 

this new era. It is imperative that all States that value the United Nations 

work together and with the Secretary-General in strengthening the functiona of 

the Organisation. Japan, for its psrt, will be unstinting in its 

cooperation. I should like, in this connection, to remind Member States once 

again that the "former enemies" clauses in the United Nations Charter are 

utterly inappropriate historic relics which should be promptly deleted. 

This session of the General Assembly is a historic one that will consider 

the new world that is emerging in the wake of the cold war and the Gulf war 

and the great reforms in the Soviet Union. Recognising that it has a historic 

mission to do everything it can for the world order consistent with its 

position as a nation of peace, Japan is determined to make the maximum effort 

for the realisation of a peaceful, prosperous and humane world for all. 

We need to give further impetus to efforts of this kind in order to 

achieve tangible progress. Let us join together to ensure that this 

forty--sixth session will prove to be truly significant by providing that 

impetus. 

ADDRESS BY DATO' SERI MR. MAHATHXR BIN MOHW, PRIME MINISTER OF MALAYSIA 

'Il_h_e PRESIDEa: The Assembly will now hear an address by the Prime 

Minister of Malaysia. 

D&.Se r i Mr I Mahath~-4.~?~-~~.~.Min~el9.f__ jrus.b~..qr_ss 

~SZGO&ZUQ- the-u&x!!. 

The--mESIDENT : I have great pleasure in welcoming the Prime 

Minister of Malaysia, Dato' Seri Mr. Mahathir bin Mohamad, and inviting him to 

address the General Assembly. 

, 
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Ht_m (Halaymia)r Allow mm at the outmet to extend my 

congratulationm to Mr, Shihabi upon him l loction 8m Ptomidmnt of the United 

Nationm Omnmral Amaembly at itm forty-mirth l emmion. It River me groat 

pleasure am s clome frlond of Saudi Arabia to 1.0 the world conununity honour 

him country through him election to that high office. With his wisdom, 

experience and l kill, I am confident that ho will dimcharge him 

responmibilitiem auccemmfully, guiding thim Asrombly remmion to a fruitful 

conclusion. 

I should almo like to take this opportunity to mxpresm my appreciation to 

him predecesmor, Mr. Guido de Marco, who ham carried out him tamk with 

dedication and innovative 8ea1, contributing toward8 offortm to revitalise and 

re-examine the functions of the General Assembly. 
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It ie with plrsruro that I, on behalf of Uelayaia, l xtond a vary warm 

welcome to His Royal Righnora Prince lorodon Sihanouk, Prorldont of the 

Supreme Rational Council and Bead of the Cambodian dolegation to the Geaoral 

Assembly. The United Rations, which ha8 1009 mirrod tho rtatormanrhip and the 

ebullience of the PrInco, will I am sure be happy to welcorm the Prince back 

to the General Asrembly. Malaysia is gratified to l oo at thie soreion of the 

General Assembly members of the Supreme Wationsl Council roproronting Cambodia 

offering definite proniro of a final solution to tho Cambodian irruo. 

This is also an occasion to join in extending felicitations to the 

Democratic Pooplo’s Republic of Korea and the Republic of Korea for their 

historic decision to become Uembers of the United Nations ar reparsto States. 

That decision will sorve to defuse some of the tension in Rorth-taat Aais and, 

it is hoped, lead to normalixstion in their relations. A8 a friend of both, 

Malaysia welcomes such developments. May I also welcome a8 Members of the 

United Nations the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the 

Republic of Lithuania, which have deservedly regained their sovereignty. I 

would also like to offer my felicitations to the Federated Stster of 

Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Malaysia’8 Pacific 

neighbours, who have become Members of the United Nations. Malaysia extends a 

band of friendship and stands ready to cooperate with them. 

The world has witnessed in the last two years more revolutionary changes 

than in the preceding 100 years. Without doubt these changem have opened new 

and historic opportunities to build a better world, anchored firmly in the 

rule of law, the sovereignty of nations and a collective commitment to social 

and economic justice for all. The world is ripe for a new world order but it 

is hoped that this new world order will not be one that is imposed upon the 
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world by any particular bonoficiary of the currant revolution. All Mwnborr of 

thir augumt body called the United Hatlonr should participate in rhsping t-ho 

ner world order if we are to avoid the roturn of a QOW colonial ora. 

Uhon the Unitad Nationr wan formed aftor the Socoad World War, tho alli.6 

victorr arrwned tho right to Croats a world order in which each of the five 

major Pororr could vote anything that did not 8erve thor. But than tho five 

foil out and tho Kant-Went conflict divided the world into two antagonirtic 

camps. The cold war that followed not only retarded modern civili8ation but 

converted poor COUntriW ioto pswnlr and proxiol, devastating their territories 

and economies with confrontation8 and wara. That they were not fighting their 

om bsttlor ir clear from the outbreak of peace in every continent aa soon as 

the tart-Wart confrontation ended. 

With theso exporiencer still fresh in our minds how can we be areured 

that a new world order formulated by any one country or group of couatriea 

will be good for av@ryone? Ue are already feeling heavy hands forcing u8 to 

do this and not to do that. In Past Asia we are told that we may not call 

ourselves tart Asiana as Ruropeanr call themselves Europeans and Americans 

call themselves Americans. We are told that we must call ourselves Pacific 

people and align ourselves with people who are only partly Pacific, but are 

more American, Atlantic and European. We may not have an identity that is not 

permitted, nor may WCC work together on the basis of that identity. Is this a 

foretaste of the new world order that we must submit to? 

Democracy and only democracy is legitimate and permissible now. No one 

really disputes this. In fact, speaking for Malaysia, we can think of no 

alternative but democracy in the context of our pluralistic society. We can 

also affirm that we have no intention of aiding with despots or tyrants or 



thase who deny their poople their right to democratic government. But is 

there only one form of democracy or only one high priest to intorprot it? 

We see differences in the practice of democracy even among those who are 

presching democracy to us. Cm only the preachers hsve the right to intorprett 

democracy, to practise it as they deem fit. and to force their interpretations 

on others7 Cannot the converts too interpret the details, if not the basics? 

If democracy means the right to carry guns, to flaunt homosexuality, to 

disregard the institution of marriage, to disrupt and damage the well-being of 

the community In the name of individual rights, to destroy a particular faith, 

to have privileged institutions which are sacrosanct even if they indulpe in 

lies and instigations which undermine society, the economy and international 

relations, and the right to permit foreigners to break national laws, then if 

these are the essential details, cannot the new converts opt to reject them? 

We the converts will accept the basics but what is the meaning of democracy if 

we have no right of choice at all or if democracy means that our people are 

consistently subjected to instability and disruption and economic weaknesses 

which make us subject to manipulation by the powerful democracies of the 

world? Hegemony by democratic Powers is no less oppressive than hegemony by 

totalitarian States. 

Democracy means majority rule. The minority must have their rights but 

do these rights include denial of the rights of the majority? Admittedly, the 

majority may not oppress the minority but if the minority exercise their 

rights without responsibility, become the agents of foreign democracies and 

try to weaken their own country so as to make it a client State to certain 

democratic Powers, must the majority in the name c,f democracy submit to the 

minority? 
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mr. MahatB;lk. Ma1ayrLl.a . * ) 

If democracy is tc~ be the only acceptable system of government within 

States, should there not also be democracy among the States of the world? In 

the United Nations we are equal, but five are mere equal than the rest of the 

166. Seven countries on their own lay down the laws which affect adversely 

the economies of others. A few nations on their own have taken it upon 

themselves to determine the new world order. Pouerful trade blocs demand 

voluntary restraints and impose laws and rules extraterritorially. Clearly, 

the States of the world are not equal; not in the United Nations, not 

anywhere. If democracy is such an equitable concept, lpby must we accept 

inequality between nations? 

All these point towards unbealtby and undemosratic relations betveen 

nations. Yet equality and freedom are supposed to be the sole guiding 

principles of this modern civilisation. 
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When the United Itationa wag formad, in 1945, the victor8 of the Second 

World War arrogated to thomaolvoa the right to dictato the rolor of and the 

distribution of power baboon, nations. Many things have happened since 

then. The victora of 1945 are no longer the dominant players in world 

affairs. HOW powerful nation8 have emargod, while l ome major Powers have 

changed rtructurally~ new ideas about righta and wrong8 and democracy have 

crystallised. Are we going to be shackled fomvor to the results of the 

Second World War7 

If international democracy as represented by the United Nations is to be 

meaningful and effective, there must be an infusion of some of the current 

ideas and realities. The world needs policing, an the Gulf War demonstrated. 

But are we to have self-appointed policemen. or are we to have a police force 

that is beholden to this body, the United Nations7 

Police action by the United Nations needs to be governed by principles 

and rules. r.ayiag aeige to a castle or a city until the people had to eat 

rats or starve may have seemed appropriate and acceptable in the olden days. 

But can our conscience remain clear if a whole nation is starved into 

submission7 Can our conscience be clear if the principal victims are the old 

and the infirm, pregnant women and newborn children, the young and the 

innocent7 

With the advent of modern weapons, should wara be fought or police actio 

taken by destroying the recalcitrant nation totally in order to avoid 

casualties among our police force, and above all to avoid the demoralising 

effect of coffins being brought home? Is it truly possible that everything 

that is hit by massive bombs and rockets is military in nature7 
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Is the Geneva Convention #till relevant lo the conduct of war? Wo 

condemn chsmical warfare, but muat m #till have nuclear weapons around7 Are 

the people who pos~~err them concerned about the horrendous effect8 of these 

weapon8 and are they rorponrible enough not to we thorn other than a8 a 

deterrent? Who determiner when a deterrent ir Deeded? 

The leaders of nuclear nations, the people who will purh the nuclear 

buttons, are not safe, a6 event8 in the Soviet Union have amply demonrtrated. 

We cannot even be cure that someone who ir irrational might not become a 

leader and gain access to the bUttOll. Accordingly, the existence of any 

nuclear weapons cannot be justified in the present world. 

The United NatiOD8, which is playing the role of inspector in Iraq, 

should OXtODd that role to supervite the destruction of all nuclear weapons 

everywhere. What is more, it ahould control the inveDtioD and prOdUCtiOD of 

other diabolical weapons. Weapons for defence should be solely for defODC0 

and their capabilities muet be such aa to prevent them from being used as 

weapons of aggression except in a limited way. Research into new weapons by 

all nations should be reduced aDd DO weapon should be sold by anyone without 

permit8 issued by the United NatiODE. Malaysia has joined efforts with other 

delegations at this session of the General Assembly to work towards a United 

Nations arms register that will provide traDspareDcy and confidence as a first 

step towards giving the United Nations comprehensive authority over 

disarmament. 

We need weapons only for fighting criminals. If a nation is subjected to 

aD armed uprising, then the United Nations should take part in putting it 

down. Democrstlc governments should be brought down only by democratic 

processes. Anything that goes beyond democratic ptocebaes should merit United 
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~atioar intervention if it im tmqummtmd. Wm cnnnot prmmidm over the 

dfsintegration of natiODI iDtO l thaic COtUUDitiOm, p8rtlCUlarly if militnry 

action had no role in tha initial conmol~dation of e nation. 

Perhaps it may be arkod why a tiny dovelopin9 nation llka Halsysla should 

be giving advice on how tho world rhould b@ managed. We rhould not, except 

that what the world dome, and what l OIW aationm or WOD individuala do, can 

affect UI - and affmCt u8 l dver8mly. 

Today individuals in ION dwmloped countrier considmr it their right to 

tell UI how to rule our country. If wo do not heed them, then they conaider 

it their right to dertroy our economy, impovmrirh our people and even 

overthrow our govsrnmentr. Thorn poop10 latch on to variour cauaea, such aa 

human right8 and the OnVirOnmODt, in order to CeimpOla colonial ruls on us. 

They are helped by the Western nedis, which al60 consider it their duty to 

tell us how to run our country. Ml thmrm combine to make independence almoet 

mesningless. Our only hop lies iD the democratisation of the United Nationa, 

especially an the option to defect to the other side is no longer available to 

us. We want to remain independent but we also want to conform to 

international norms 6~ determined not by some non-governmental organfzations 

or the ao-called adVaDCed democracies, but by all the nations of the world. 

If we default, th?D it is the United Nstions and not some Robin Hoods that 

should chastise ~8. 

We are glad that the winds of change have brought about significant 

development8 in South Africa, which we hope will bring about 

the dismantling of apartheid and the start of negotiationa towards a new, 

democratic and non-racial South Africa. All this would not have been possible 

without international solidnrity, without the United Nations system playing a 
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key role in putting the nqcmmmsry prommurm on Pretoria. Dompite theme 

important dmvalopmantm, lnternationsl l olidarity, am nanifemtod in the 1989 

United Wationm conmonmum Declaration, mumt h maintained to meet the 

mtiil-difficult challongem ahead and l nmure a ouccemmful conclurion to the 

procorm of change in South Africa. Right now priority mumt be given to 

putting an end to violence in black townahipm, rwiving the preparatory 

ptocemm for constitutional negotiationm involving the Pretoria regime, the 

African Rational Congroom, Inkatha and otherm, am well am addressing the 

problomr of l ocial and economic inequities brought about by decades of 

apartheid. 

While the climate of peace and dialogue ham benefited many parts of the 

world, the Middle Cast ramain8 the most volatile region and the Palestinian 

poop10 continue to suffer under the cruel and illegal Israeli occupation. The 

current United States peace initiative ham raised the hopes of many nations, 

including Malaysia, for an active peace process that would lead to a 

comprehensive solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict, including the 

establishment of an independent State for the Palestinians. We welcome the 

initiative and conmnitment of President Bush and Secretary Raker in undertaking 

this difficult tasc and we wish them well. 

The plight of the Palestinian people touches the heart of every 

Malsysian. We would like the Palestinian people to be treated fairly and 

justly. If what they do to protect themselves is considered criminal, then 

the 8ame deeds committed by the Israelis should be considered squally 

criminal. Government8 which kidnap and kill people should be condemned even 

more than desperate freedom fighter8 who are forced to use violence because 

they can seek justice in no other way. The accelerated build-up of illegal 
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Jewisb settlements in the occupied territories is dm act of unwarranted 

provocation bp the Iera8li sutboritiee and coastitutes a very serious and 

unacceptable obstacle to the current peace efforts. In our view, Jews in tbe 

Soviet Union are better off there, where their entrepreneurial skills could be 

put to good use to rebuild tbe econorng of that country. 
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Nest yo8r the nation. of the world are l xpectocl to moot in Rio de Janeiro 

to dircu68 thm l avlroment. If wo are to meet thoro, wo nood to know whether 

it ir 9oieg to be a conrtructive meeting or a fiagor-pointing, 

third-world-barhiag 8mrrion. If that conforoaco ir to be productive, we 8hall 

have to face the fact8 and deal with them. Unlorr vm accept the truth 

regarding tho 8ource8 and the came8 of l nvirowntal pollution, riring 

tomper8turor and 08ono depletion wo are not going to got mywhoro in our 

effort8 to rovormo the procorm. If wo go to Rio, lot UI go there to dilCUa8 

and agraa on a conmon cour8e of action on the l nvironmnt and development. 

The id08 that the tropical fororts can be raved only by boycotting 

tropical ti&Or 8maCk8 more of economic arm-twirting than of a real dsnire to 

SaV. the fOrO8t8. I f  relective logging and su8tainablo management are 

prevented, and conroguontly the form8ts become no longer a 8ourco of wealth, 

the worth1088 forertr nay be cleared in order to produce food crop8 or to 

provide firewood in poor developing nationr. 

On the othar hand, the vast potential for reafforestation has hardly been 

touched. The desert8 of California could be converted into a tropical forest, 

complete with rain-forest flora and fauna, simply by pumping the ground water 

and planting trees. Instead, the underground water is being used for golf 

courses and artificial lakas to surround luxury hotels. I f  we can build 

sophisticated warplanes at $1 billion apiece, surely we should have the 

ingenuity and the money to create tropical forests out of deserts. Libya 

should be congratulated on tapping underground water to irrigate it8 desert. 

It is shameful that nations richer and more advanced than Libya have done 

nothing significant to green the world. 
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The u80 of chlorofluorocarbonr (CyC8) @ad form11 fuolr ir grostemt In the 

richort couatrior. 18 there really a need for CIca for rpraying vhon a rimplo 

rubbar bulb can do the 8ame job7 Do the countrior with huga population8 of 

mon8ter auto-bile8 really need to UIO thorn whoa rmall car8 or efficient 

public tranrport rystomr could ~80 8lOCtriCity goaeratod by hydro-powor 

plant87 

Wo in tho poor countrio should like to hsvo 80~ Ch8ap hydro-•lrctric 

powor. True, we should have to 8ncrifico a few thourand acr.8 of our 

fOr@8t8. But we can rparo th.80, for we have million8 of 6.~~08 mono. But all 

manner of campaign8 are mountad qaiart our proporslr for hydro-electric 

projoctr . Ilow, of COUf80, the World Bank will be U8ed to deprive poor 

countries of cheap hydro-•loctric power - and all thir aftor the rich have 

developed mart of their hydro-•loctric potential. CM wo be blamed if we 

think thir i8 8 ploy to k0.p U8 poor? 

If tho United Dstionr Conferonco on lSovironmeat and Development ir to be 

meaningful, let u8 hear now of the plan8 of tha rich t> reduce their own 

contribution to environmental degradation. If the role approach is to link 

aid to poor couIltrie8 with what they aurt do environmentally for the 

well-being of the rich. then the Conferenco will be a lost opportunity. 

Economic growth in a poor country cannot depend on the domestic market. 

To grow, poor COUntfiO8 mU8t have l ithor aid or free acce88 to foreign 

markets. It would be near-ruicidal for poor countries to keep their market 

for themselves. On the other hand, there i8 every reason for the rich to keep 

their markets for themselves. 
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The Qonerml Aqrmomont 00 T8riCf8 and Trade (QATT) ~a8 concoivOd to 

promoto froo and l quitablo world trade. But how cllD poor iDdiVibU8l couDtr~@IB 

arque their car08 in tho GATT ROUD~~ vhon tho hugo trade bloc8 WDOPO~~#O tho 

meotingr? who would li8tOD to the plaiDtiv0 arg-Dt8 Of a tiny, 

iD8iCjnifiCaDt third-world country? 

To bo hoard, tho poor murt band toqothor - not to forn impovorirhed trade 

blocr, but to land roiqht to their arqumontr. And 80 tho Eart Asia Economic 

Group wee propored - not a8 a trrrdo bloc, but a8 a forum for the nations of 

test A8ia to coafer with oath otlror with a virv to rOaChiD agreement OD a 

comma rtand to do81 with a comrmn problon caurod by tho rortrictivo trad8 

practic88 of the rich. 

Wo are perplexed to find that thi8 objective IIWrOly to have 8 voice in 

international affair8 i8 b8ing opposed, openly and COVOrtly, by the very 

country that preaches freo trade. It ir oven more surpriring that there 

should be such opposition when the North American ?ree Trade A88OCiatiOn 

itself is being formed on the bands of the principle of the right of free 

aaaociation of independent countriea. Can it be that what is right and proper 

for the rich and the powerful is not right and proper for the poor? One is 

tempted to suspect racist bias bshind this stand. 

Malaysia ha8 supported the United Nations at every turn. We believe that 

the United Nations is the only lsgitimate instrument for the creation of an 

equitable world, for protection of the weak and the poor from the pressures of 

the strong. We welcpnre the end of the cold war, but we muat admit to feeling 

more naked and vulnerable than ever. There is nowhere to look to except the 

United Nations. More than ever before, we need a greater role for the United 

Nations in the affairs of the world. 
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Uhilo wo bolievo that a rertructurod Smcurity Council hax a vital role to 

play, we rhould like to reo a balanced conrtitutioaal rolationrhip, including 

accountability between thm Oenoral Axrombly, the Security council and th8 

Secrotsriat in order that the Unitmd Nation8 may truly ba made the gusrdian of 

peace, a8 8UggO8tOd in the SOCrOtary-QOnOral'8 report of 6 September 1991. 

Related to thi8, the M8lay8ian deleg8tiOn ha8 joined OthOr8 in effort8 t0 

deliberate on way8 and mean8 of rovitalixinq the organ8 of the United Nations, 

including the Genoral A88ombly and the Economic and Social Council. 

The experience of tho Gulf conflict 8180 make8 it imperative thrt the 

United Nation8 explore and put into effect all the potentisl for preventive 

diplomacy, including a more proactive role on the part of the 

Secretary-General and expanded peace-keeping operations. Halsyria believe8 

that the time haa come for the international cornunity to explore alro the 

potential of the International Court of Jurtice - the judicial organ of the 

United Nation8 - a8 a mean8 of fostering the relolution of conflict by 

peaceful means and in accordance with the rule of law. 

The international conrnunity is now at the proverbial cro88road8. We 

truly have a chance to build a better world through con8en8u8 and to use the 

United Nation8 a8 the principal forum and vehicle for the achievement of our 

objectives. We Cannot afford to miss this historic opportunity to benefit 

from the peace dividend resulting from the cessation of the cold war. It 

must, however, be underlined that a global consensus approach requires 

tolerance of different ideas and practice8 inherent in our complex and 

pluralistic world. There is aimply no place for an international order baaed 

on hegemony and domination. Let us, then, work together as partner8 in our 

common endeavour to build a better world. 
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t On behalf of the General Assembly. I wish to thank 

the Prima Ninieter of Malaysia for the statenmnt he h%s just made. 
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nE. (Sonogal) (intorprotatioo from trench): By l locting 

Ambarssdor Shihabi of Saudi Arablo to tho proaidoacy of its forty-sixth 

asasion, the General Assembly paid a tribute to him eminent proferrional and 

peraonal qualities aa well aa do honour to hlr country, whom comnitment to 

international peace and rocurity im well known to all. In extondiag eincerest 

congratulations to him we should also like to amsure him that wo are entirely 

at his disposal aa he carrier out hi8 niarion. 

To his predecessor, Ambassador Guide de Marco, we wish to exprors our 

feelings of deep gratitude for the compotont and committed manner in which he 

discharged his mandate in the courue of a particularly busy year. 

To our Secretary-General, Mr. Javior Pores de Cuellar, wo renew our deep 

gratitude for his tireloss efforts in the service of the noble ideals of our 

Organisation. 

It is fortunate that our Organiration each day becomes more universal. 

Last year Namibia and Liechtenstein were admitted to the Organiration. This 

year the Republic of Korea, the People’s Democratic Republic of Korea, the 

Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania have been admitted to membership in the great family of the United 

Nations. We welcome them to our midst with the conviction that they will help 

to consolidate the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter. 

This year’s session of the General Assembly is taking place in the midst 

of the upheavals which have been taking place since 1989, as a result of which 

a new political map of the world is being drawn before our very eyes. These 

upheavals, which have brought about a radical departure from the antagonisms 

of the cold-war era, have produced till now positive effects inspiring much 

hope. 
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umly pooplom, which yortorday wte rubjoct to the oppromrivo yoke of the 

ryrtenr mad rtructurom that ran countor to their l rpiratioam, are today 

rlaking their thirmt for broodon and attaining their doriro for emancipation. 

On all the continent8 a now wind of freedom and democracy im blowing. 

At the mame rim., the procorm of dira -at im being conmolidatod and 

the ray im now open for the rottlownt of coaflictm which have thum far eluded 

all attomptm at l olution. 

In Angola, the civil war im coming to an and and national reconciliation, 

which ham boon mo l arnomtly demirod, im now on the agenda. 

In Liberia, the prowar of paaco initiated by the Bconomic Conrnunity of 

Uemt African Statom (BCOWAB) im procooding apace and w hope that svontually 

it will make it pommiblo for the Liberian poop10 to achiova national 

reconciliation through fro0 and democratic l lectionm. Sonepal, which ham the 

honour of premiding over BCOUAS, wimhom to take thir opportunity to appeal for 

the international connunity’m mupport for thim regional effort to help Liberia 

out of a crimir which ha8 lamted far too long. 

In Moxambique, a procemm of negotiation8 ham begun. However, we regret 

that thim procemm ham mtalled, and we rhould like to encourage the parties to 

the conflict, and all men of good will who earnestly hope to help this country 

regain peace in national concord, to pursue efforts with a view to the final 

settlement of a conflict which has already cost this friendly country 80 much. 

In South Africa, sncouraging mea8uree have been taken to bring about the 

eradication of a system that the entire world ham condemned. Senegal supports 

the continuation of efforts that have already been made in that country, 

convinced am we are that men of the calibre of Nelson Mandela and of 

Frederick de Klerk will successfully conclude their just struggle for 

democracy and national reconciliation. 
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In Cambodia, significant propress has been made in the process of 

implementation of the settlement plan aimed at bringirq about an overall 

solution in harmony and pence. 

The new climate in international relations has made it possible for ua to 

overcome a crisis which. by its very nature and because of its consequences, 

was a snajor challenge to the credibility of our Organiration. 

Ever since the beginning of the conflict in the Gulf. my country has 

upheld the side of law %n condemning the inadmissible aggression to which 

Kuwait had failer victim, and once again cormsends the determination with which 

the international c -ity was able to ensure respect for right and legality. 

The unity end steadfastness of purpose with which the United Nations 

restored the inalienable rights of Kuwait are cause for much hope - hope that 

hanceforth it will be possible for our Organisation to achieve its primary 

purpose, which is: 

WTo be a centre for harmonising the actions of nations in the 

attainment of these COgaOB ends." 

This is related to the noble task which the international community has 

the overriding duty to carry out today: and that is to make sure, 

unequivocally, that these hopes are not dashed. 

It does not detract from the positive aspects of the changes which are 

under way to emphasise that we still have a long way to go before achieving a 

world of peace, justice and progress. 

Along with the Prospect8 for security, freedom and progress, chronic 

ills, such as underdevelopment and poverty, persist, and at the sams time new 

challSBgS8 are emerging which take the form of ethnic or nationality 

conflicts, the risk of civil war and waves of xenophobia, as a result of 



en\icgration wbicb is Wday thki topic of di8cussfon in aany wealthy countries 

and a matter of dai?.p Coneera in hmelopiag countries. 

That i5 tc say that we find our8elvea at a crossroads, at a crucial time, 

w&en we mst build a new ordar on the ruins of the old which ia crmbling 

before our very eyes. Thus, we are faced with all the problems of building 

something new on ubat is old. This is a challenge tkat all nations must meet 

together.~ 

* Mr. Rogers (Belize). Vice President, took the Chair. 
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If, heretofore, the rtand-off between the military blocs and tho power 

rivalries botweea thorn have enaurod peace in one part of the world and have 

even shifted conflicts to other geographical arear. it is now no longer 

possible to make this confrontation an e%cuso for perpetuating intolerable 

situations. 

As a free and democratic country, as a country that is detvotod to peace 

through law, fully comsitted to the strengthening of peace and security and to 

the enhancement of international solidarity and cooperation, Senegal wishes to 

make its contribution to this consideration of this new international order 

which the whole world so ardently desires. 

The first consideration must be to ensure respect for law in 

international. relations. In our view. that is an indispensable condition for 

s new order with which all countries, all peoples and all nations of the world 

will identify because the new order will express their legitimate aspirations 

for freedom, peace and social progress. 

My country has always insisted that there can be no lasting peace, no 

security snd no justice unless all nations comply with the rules of law which 

it is the responsibility of the United Nations to lay down. 

And here we see the full meaning of the hopes that have been placed in 

the resolution of the crisis in the Gulf to which I have just referred. The 

unprecedented mobilisation of efforts in support of international law during 

this crisis should inspire future efforts in every situation where law is in 

jeopardy. If justice is to prevail the law must be the same for everyone. 

Is is not one of the fundamental purposes of this Organisation to develop 

friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal 

rights and the self-determination of peoples? 
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In saying that, I cannot but think of the tragedy of the Palestinian 

people, who are still waiting for the international community to restore their 

inalienable rights to their homeland and to a land where they can establish 

the political and social system of their choice. 

Today, as laudable efforts are being made to organise a peace conference 

on the Yiddle East, we cherish the hope that this conference will be able to 

provide a framework for negotiations which, on the basis of the relevant 

decisions of the United Hations, may finally initiate a process leading 

towards peace, security and good neighbourliness with respect for the 

fundamental rights of the peoples and States of the entire region. 

But in our opinion, the establishment of sn order of peace end security 

requires more than the implementation of real preventive diplomacy to manage 

situations where there is a threat to peace. 

The Security Council, uhich is entrusted with the task of maintaining 

international peace and security, would appear to be the ideal body for 

carrying out this mission. The new atmosphere which has prevailed in the 

Security Council should now enable it fully to discharge the authority which 

has been vested in it by the Charter of the United 1Jatioos. Would it not then 

be desirable to go a step farther and anticipate and prevent these conflicts? 

If the Council were to hold periodic meetings at which it would review 

the international situatiorr it might be able to identify potential areas of 

conflict, and then seek to contain the crises before they explode. In this 

connection, thought should be given to strengthening the role of the 

Secretary-General and his authority to sead observer missions or missions of 

inquiry to inform the Council about the situation. 
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The United Iatioam ham elroady l corm8 rtrikiap l uccmmm in itr 

peecm-keopinq operetionm cud doservo our congratuletionm. wo rmaftirm our 

wilXlegnomm to continua to Support thorn0 operetionm. which play much e umoful 

part in meintein1ag international pWWm. We believe that high priority should 

bm qivon to l trmngthmniag mmd expending much l ndmmvourm whorovor therm mey be 

a risk OC conflict. 

Emteblimhing sad conmolidatiag peeco and l ocurity throughout the world 

also means l ncoureging the l nergeuce of re9hem of freedom end Qomocrecy. 

Fromdon is a powrrful influence for peeca. 

Is it not migoificeat, am wo look et the history of fntoraetionel 

relations of our dey, we 890 that Out of the epproxirretely 150 conflicts which 

hevm caused bloodshed throughout the world mince the Second World Wer, nonm 

hem pitted countriem with a democratic system against each othmr? 

Is it not significant that fteedon hem bean the true cgtelymt in thm 

present relaxation of the tension between the two blocr which were antagonists 

before? 

AS the Constitution of UNESCO procleinst “Wara begin in the mindr of mmn 

and it is in the minds of men that the defences of peecm must be constructed.” 

Constructin theme defsnces of peace implies snbaaciag the velusm of 

freedom, tolerance and respect for human rights. 

And it is bdceUmmr today. there is a con8mnsum concerning respect for 

those values that we arm eXpetimncin9 a new mra in internetfonel relationa. 

~&se dynemic forces working for freedom muat be encouraged for, em the 

South Conunission so rightly points out: 
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"In the'final analysis, the South'23 plea for justice, equity, and 

democracy in the global society cannot be dissociated from its pursuit of 

these goals within ita own societies . . . all these caranot but . . . 

increase the South's chances of securing a new world order" (Z&Q 

Challanue to the South: The Rewrt of the South Commission, p. 287). 

Senegal and all 16 members of the Economic Couununity of West Africa 

understood this. At their last meeting in Abujaa Wigeria, on 6 July 1991. 

they adopted a "Declaration of Political Principlea", which was aimed 

precisely at giving them a firm foundation along democratic lines. 

In that Declaration, the member countries committed thhemSelXS to: 

8. . . . promote and encourage the full enjoyment by all our peoples of their 

fundamental human rights, especially their political, economic, social, 

cultural, and other rights inherent in the dignity of the human person 

and essential to his free and progressing development". 

By expressing in this way their profound attachment to the freedom of the 

individual and the inalienable right of the individual to participate in the 

building of the society in which they live, the countries of the Community 

have committed themselves to making a positive contribution to a more just and 

peaceful new world. 

The primacy of international law, the prevention of conflicts and the 

promotion of freedom are the elements which will enable us to build a new 

international order capable of meeting continuing challenges. 

To build a future that is different from the past means also and 

especially that we have to meet the chronic challenge of underdevelopment. It 

has been stated that development is another name for peace. Eleven years ago 
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tb% BOorth-south c isrion on the problems of international development, 

presided over bp tbe forat~t German Chancsllor Willp Braadt, strongly stressed 

in its report entitled : 

"where hunger religns peace canuot prevail. Xf we want to banish war we 

must also banish poverty." 
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Yet today, dorplto thir warning, poverty potri8to and ir rpreadiag. 

Conrtantl worroaod by the coutiouour dacroamm of raw matorial8 prIco8, 

foroipa debt and the damandr of 8tructural adju8tmaat progr-8, thir state 

of affair8 rhowr that Intoraational cooperation for development ir rtill not 

part of the ronowal charactoriaiag recant international rolationr. It is an 

ovsrwholming fact: crurbod under the roight of indobtmdnorr and the wor8ening 

of the torm8 of trarde, the couatrier of the South work and produce more in 

rOtUrn for 1088 in order t0 pay intorest that 18 iteOif 8UbjOCt t0 fOrOi9n 

currency fluctuationr. The South continua8 thu8 to finance the North at the 

rat0 of tOn8 of billion8 of dollar8 yearly. HOIlCO, the gap between the rich 

and the poor i8 growing. 

Addttmdly, there is an increaring awareno of thir unbearable 8tate of 

affair8 and of the interdependence of the economier of the North and the 

South. It ir now recognired that without rolving the problems of development, 

no solution will ba found to global environment problem8 or to those of 

imigration and drug trafficking, to name but s few. 

Indeed, constructive initiatives have been taken to help redress the 

endemic imbalance between the North and the South. I am thinking, in 

particular, of the Paris Conference of September 1990 devoted to the problems 

of the least developed countries, during which a Programne of Action for those 

countries wae adopted. I am also thinking of numerous individual initiatives 

taken by some couptries of the North to ease the burden of some countries of 

the South. Right here in New York, the eighteenth special session of the 

General Assembly in April 199C identified the recovery of growth in the 

developing countries as the most serious challenge of the 19908, while 

endeavouring to raise international cooperation to Lhe level of that challenge. 
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~~~wor, we mumt, of COUZI~, go further. In the Oenoral Aammmbly last 

year President Pranqoir Wittorrsnd introduced the idma of an international 

plan of sesistanco to the developing world, financed by nmw reaourcee, a plan 

designed to bring together for a subrtantivm debate the actor8 in the "tragedy 

of modern timea”, that of underdevelopment. Thesm ramourcoa could be made 

available, becauro with the coming carnation of the arm6 race, considerable 

msana will be released aa part of what is called “tha paace dividend”. The 

long-exprersed call for disarmament in favour of development thur becomes even 

more urgent today. In this ragard, it should be noted that the International 

conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development, held in 

NW York in September 1987. recognised Llre moral and political link between 

disarmament and development and the fact that that link rhould be given 

practical effact through specific measure8 taken regionally and 

internationally. 

Therefore, we believe that the time has coma to resume consideration of 

this question and to enlure that at least part of the huge resource8 

heretofore devoted to the arms race is transferred to development tasks. 

However, the idea of an international plan of assistance to the developing 

world calls for establishing a North-South dialogue, which is indispensable 

for the renewing of international eCOnOmic relations. Deeply aware of this 

need, Senegal, together with India. Venezuela and Egypt, took the initiative 

on the occasion of the bicentennial of the French Revolution in Paris in July 

1989 of launching informal discussions on this topic with Borne countries of 

the North. This effort is continuing, and we hope that in the end the 

resumption of this dialogue will be fruitful. 

This dialoque in favour of cooperation is more desirable than ever to 
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ertablish mechanlsme of cooperation for solidarity and peaoe betmmn the two 

polor of the world. Jurt aa Indlrponrablo aa North-Bouth dialogue Is the 

promotion of Bouth-Bouth cooperation, which is an important l lemnt of 

international l cuaomic rolstionr. My country, which has made Bouth-Bouth 

cooperation an l ssentiel l lomont of its forolga policy, ham also been one of 

the initiators of the eumnit group on Bouth-Bouth conrultatioa and 

cuoneration, the Qroup of 15, which held itm first s-it meotiag in Kuala 

Lcnrprrr in Juno 1990. This would be the kind of forum that would give rpecific 

content and political drive to South-South cooperation. 

It is in the same spirit that Senegal ha8 worked, with faith and 

determination, to promote African economic iotogration, which has currently 

entered a now rtage with the adoption, during the last runsnit mooting of the 

Organisation of African Unity, of a Treaty establishing the African tconomic 

Conununity. The future cormnunity will develop on the barir of regional groupa, 

such am the tconomic CornnuDity of West hfrican State8 (ECOUAS), WithiD whose 

framework the 16 States of West Africa will endeavour to organise genuine 

integration in the OCODOmiC, social and cultural and even political fields. 

We iDtODd to ccntinue these efforts and to intenrify them, because we are 

aware, as President Abdou Diouf has stated, that 

"the solution to our problems will be found first of all in the 

organization of the economic solidarity of our States through the 

establishment of a truly integratefJ conmnunity”. 

This statement of the Head of State of Senegal, the President of ECOWAS, 

reflects as eloquently an can be our resolute conwnitment to achieve African 

integration, which we consider to be a major step in our permanent quest for 

increased roll-being and progress. 
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This loads ma to l peak of the qocific cam of Africa, which the General 

A~smbly conaidared once aqaia a few dayr ago during a r~lew maoting of the 

United Nationr Progran~~ of Action for African Rconomic Rocovory en8 

Development 1996-1990. May I remind mambotr that Proridont Abdou Diouf, the 

then Preuident of OAU, warn oao of thorn rorponriblo for the rpecial serrion of 

the General Al~ombly dovotmd to tha critical l conomlc rituation in Africa in 

May 1966, which lad to the tlraftiag of thin Progranwna of Action. 

It ir well known today that Africa has mot tha corrmitmeatr it undertook 

within the framework of thir Progranwne, by implementing the desired reforms in 

conjunction with international agencimr. Uo murt rtroro that the other 

partnorr have not don8 80. Thug, five year8 after the adoption of the 

Programno, it ir evident that there har bean a net deterioration in economic 

and social conditions in Africa, which was clearly notad by the 

Secretary-General in his report to the retview meeting a few daya ago. 
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But. dorpito the laud&lo offortr of the African Group, to our groat 

rogrmt that meWin warn unable to l chiovo conmonmum l nablin9 it to adopt the 

draft of the now progrm for the dovolopmont of Africa in tho 199Om that had 

been l ulnnitted to it. Honco wm tab thir opportunity to appeal to the 

international co-unity to take at our promont l ommion, which will once more 

take up thim draft progr-, the courageour meamurom noodad owing to the 

unprmcedmntmd crimim buffeting our continent. 

?or our part, we mhall mparo no effort to bring this about. 

For a country of the Sahel, like Senegal, which for years ham been 

confronted with problem8 of drought and demertification, environment problems 

take on a special importance. 

Aware of the fact that the struggle to halt the degradation of the 

environment must first be waged at the national level, in its development 

policy my country ham given priority to the campaign againct drought and 

deaertification and for the prefBerVatiOn of natural resources. 

The importance and scope of the problems linked to the preservation of 

the environment are such that it is possible to solve them only c a global, 

planetary scale. International rolidarity in this area is thus particularly 

signif icant - all the more ao given that interesta here are so clearly 

interdependent. 

Indeed, the ecological health of our planet is today seriously affected. 

The cau8es are well knownr on the one hand, the enormous waste of resources 

in the consumer societies of the North and, on the other, the desperate 

struggle for survival in the poor countrieo of the South. Hence the problem 

can be solved only through an approach that takes into account the close 

relationship between environment and development. 
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Portwately, the international community has sviftly realiaed the scope 

of the problem and its inherent dangerous on vorld-wide consequences. 

The entry into force in 1989 of the Montreal Protocol on the Osone, the 

adoption in Basle, also in 1989, the Convention on Transboundary MoVentents of 

Bazsrdous Wastes, the London Conference on Climate, held last year, the United 

Nations study on the rhythm, nature and impact of climatic changes - soon to 

be published - all constitute positive initiatives following upon this 

awareness. 5 

Blat these initiatives will have to be strengthened and broadened. That 

is vhy ve place great hope on the Conference on Environment and Development. 

to be held in 1992 in Brasil. It should give us an opportunity to study in 

depth problems linked to climatic changes, to establish principles that should 

guide our collective attitude towards environment and development problems 

and, above all, to vork out a strategy for action likely not only to halt the 

degradation of the environment but especially to reverse it. 

The economic crisis in our countries has led to social distortions 

affecting in particular the weakest or poorest segments of our populations: 

women, children and legions of jobless rho are deprived of everything, even of 

a future. Problems such as the advancement of women, the survival and 

protection of children and illicit drug trafficking should receive our full 

attention. 

In this connection, my country reaffirms its unshakeable determination to 

continue supporting the implementation of the World Declaration on the 

Survival, Protection and Development of Children and the World Plan of Action. 

adopted here in September last year by Heads of State or Government, on the 

occasion of the first World Swunit for Children. 
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IL im 8180 mm opportunity for urn to 8ppMl to tha intoramtionml 

comunity, within the frmuotk of the United latioam Decade against Drug 

Abumo (1991-2000). to l trivo to irrpl-at Wamurem advocated by thm Global 

Progrmmo of Actioa adopted at th@ l avmataanth l p~ial l osmion of the Oenrrml 

Amm@~&ly, devoted to Drugm. 

I l hould like onto IK)ro to inmimt on the f8ct thmt juvenile dolinquoncy, 

illicit drug trafficking, illmgal innigr8tion l nd 80 many othmr aagmtivm 

l ociml phonownm rormin linked to thm l tate of uadordovolopnmnt l ndomic to the 

poor couatriom of the South. 

The true molutioa aumt thum be found in the coacorted inplomoatmtion of 

balanced devolopmmat l trmtogiom that takm duo account of the racial dimension 

of economic progromm. 

Party-mix year8 8~0, am the world l mmrgod from the aightmsro of the 

Second World War, a hope ram b6rn and a conviction took concroto form - the 

hope that mma l vmrywhero would henceforth know how to proveat the unlmmmhing 

of sew warm by working togmthor to eamurm respect for the right of each 

individual to freedom, dignity and justice, mm well am the right of each 

nation to iadepeadeacm and movereigntyt the conviction that the intellectual 

sad material retmourcem svmilmble to mankind could now be devoted exclusively 

to the peaceful building of the future, and that they could serve to overcome, 

averywhera, the scourges of poverty, ignorance, epidemic8 and natural 

catamtrophmm. 

Par many nations in the world the evolution of the international 

mituation did aot bring mbout the fulfilment of aspirations to jumtico and 

peace. The seemingly irreducible antagonism of two muper-Powerg, each capable 

4 
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of dertroyinp 0-l. planet uny tiwr ovat, l 8d.d up by making of international 

rol8tlon8 a quemtion of rlwlm l rltbutic, the makost pooplom bocw mot. 

pamm and oath gain for one camp was a loam for tho other. 

Today, aa thim bipolar order ir collaprlnq, we bavo an hiatorlc 

opportunity to build a new world bared on peace, jurtico and proqromm. Ue can 

achlovo it if wo rtrivo l ufficiontly, for va hwo the romourcea and the 

ability. Mankind ha8 already ovorcoae too rany challenqer in the course of 

ltm turbulrnt hirtory for thorn to be any doubt that it can meat thir 

challenge of the third mlllennlum. That lm our fondort hope, and it 1s in our 

conmnon interest. 

In welcoming thlm ora of hopa and freodol, my country fervently wlrhos 

that the etmerqltq nev world order will ba the colloctlvo uork of all nations 

of the world ao that never again will any country, any nation, forget that the 

rule of law is a neceralty for all Stater of the international conknunlty and 

that this rule applies bqually to all. 

ADDRES:; BY MR. PAZL-UL-HAQ KHALIQYAR, PRXW MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
AFGHAN1 STAN 

The; The Assembly will now hear an address by the Prime 

Minister of the Republic of Afghanistan. 

Hr. Fai,i-Ul-Haa I(halfavar, Prim nfpdpter of m of AfphnaFnf;na, 

was escorted to the rostrwq . 
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Thr I have groat ploarura ia welcoming the Prime 

Xiniator of the Republic of Af#mnistan, Him Bxcollanay 

Mt. tasl-Ul-8aq Khaliqyar. I invita him to adarosa tha Qonaral Assembly. 

s (Afghanistan) (mpoko in Dari; English text furnished 

by tha dalogation)! At the outsot I wivb to convoy to Ambarcsdor Shihabi my 

warmost coagratulatioae on him l lactioa a# Prmrldent of the Uenoral Assembly 

at its forty-sixth sosmion, and to wish him ovary l uccas~ in carrying out his 

high and rosponsiblo duties. It is a source of satisfaction that an 

expariencod diplomat of such high calibre and distinguishmd qualities has been 

l lectod to this prestigious post. The fact that the Prosidont comes from 

Saudi Arabia, a country so close to the hoarts of all Muslims, he- 8 special 

significsnco for us. 

I should like also to erprorr our approciatioo for the valuable services 

of his pradocwsor, Ris Rsc~llancy Mr. Cuido da Marco of Malta, in succesfully 

guiding the affairs of the forty-fifth sessioa of the Gonorsl Assembly. 

The Republic of Afghanistan sincerely congratulates the redorated States 

of Micronesia, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Republic of Korea, 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia on 

joining the conssunity of nations. It should be pointed out that our country 

was among the first officially to recognise the independence of the Republics 

of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia. 

My visit to New York and my presence in this Hall are not in pursuance of 

the established tradition of utilising this world rostrum to promote and 

publicise Government and State policies. I appear here in the name not only 

of a Government but also of a nation, a nation which for 13 years has been 
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burniaq in the flames of var. That war has posea a grave danger to the 

spiritual and physical rtxistence of our nation. 

During those fateful 13 years my country, Afghanistan. has been dragged 

into the abyss of a conflict so wild ena merciless that it has sent one tantb 

of its valorous ana patriotic people to annihilation and another one third 

inta a miserable life Of exile. This conflict has plundered Afghanistan's 

cultural values an43 Reritage ema wasted its material wealth to the value of 

the labour ana money invested over the past 50 years in social ma economic 

development. Above all, the fabric of our society aad our national unity, the 

products of th0us~a8 of years of coexistence between inseparable elements of 

our people and of their common struggle to safeguard the independent national 

identity of the Afghans, have been subjected to a dangerous game. 

Why baa b nation +-Bat lived by the toil of its hands and the sweat of its 

brow - a nation that bowed to none but its Creator and harboured animosity 

towards none - suffered such a terrible destiny? who is responsible for all 

the sufferings of the Afghan people? what are the reasons behind all those 

miseries? We mu8t accept that responses to these questions vary. Some 

consider that awful poverty, the socio-economic policies of previous 

Government8 and Afghanistan's unbalanced reliance OP one of the world's blocs 

are the main factors. Others blame the sensitive strategic ana geopolitical 

location of Afghanistan and the cut-throat crmpetition of the cold-war Powers 

and their regional allies for the expansion of their spheres of influence. 

The degree to which tbeae and other factors influenced the situation may 

vary. But what is certain is that the fingerr of accusation and blame point 

in mare than one direction. 
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The moia quertion now ir tlli,: la it nor the time for urn to bring each 

of the ralovant factorr beforo the tribunal of hirtory and to rit in 

judgemoat, me8muting and apportioning thm extent of their rorpatctive rolrr and 

rerponribilitimrt Al88, not yet. 

Bow can 0110 deny that the bulk of the documonta and l vidonco related to 

oxtornsl and internal dovoloptaonta concorning Afghanirtan l inco April 1979 are 

still being kept confidential? How can 0x10 claim that the lrfghana and the 

world public have full knowlodgo of ail the fact6 IMJ they were, not as thoy 
. 

were pottraymd7 Ate VI in a porition impartially and fairly to evaluate and 

analyse the l voats and their implications or to judge whether the continuation 

of the prosoot situation maker it inevitable that new factorr will emerge to 

protract the bloodrhod? 

I sincoroly boliovo that under the present circumstances no one can say 

the final word on the actual raaaons for and caumea of the bloody adventure in 

our country, and that no on@ has the moral right to delay an early end to the 

crisis on that pretext. 

Considering the interests of the Afghans and the dominant world trends, 

narrow-minded and revanchist notions and attitudes must be set aside. 

Instead, we must find a solution that will promote the salvation and the good 

of the Afghanm and further the interests of regional and world peace and 

stability. There can be no doubt that this must be a peaceful political 

solution in conformity with humanism and the ethics of civilised man, with 

Afghan tradition0 and with Islamic teachings and tenets. The use of force and 

the settlement of problems through war have become rejected and abhorrent. 

Notwithstanding the pain and wounds of the afflicted body and soul of the 
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patient people of Afghanistan, there ia no reason to doubt the futility of 

attempts to gain military superiority. 

Furthermore, some of the important reesons for the emergence and 

aggravation of the Afghsa problem either have ceased to exist or have been 

downgraded. The principles and foundations of cold-war-era international 

relations have been drastically altered, and the bloodstained arenas of 

East-West rivalry have become more and more limited. Two years have now 

passed since Soviet troops left our country; there have been considerable 

transformations in Afghanistan’s State policies, functions and legal, 

political and economic structures. Similarly, there have been palpable 

changes in the composition of the parties to the conflict and in the policies 

of their allies. Afghans - each of whom has lost at least one dear one - have 

grown fed up with the destructive and fratricidal war. Nor is the world 

prepared any longer to provide money and weapons for Afghans to kill Afghans. 

Those changes, which result from the new way of thinking at the world level 

and from the policy of national reconciliation within our country, hsve 

provided conditions conducive to ending our people’s pain and hardship. 
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My Government assumed the heavy responsibility of administration and 

received the vote of confidence of the Parliament at one of the most sensitive 

and critical junctures of our country's history. Wowever, I have not hidden 

the fact that the main mission of my Government, as a government of national 

accord, is to help facilitate the task of transition towards the establishment 

of an elected new government in conformity with the aspirations of the vast 

majority of the Afghan people. Therefore, it is not accidental that two 

thirds of the present cabinet members are influential, non-partisan 

personalities and experienced technocrats trained in the West. 

I must state clearly that in the present conditions of our country only 

an insane person can cultivate the feelings of ambition and lust for power. 

But what has compelled me and my colleagues to shoulder the heavy and 

exhausting burden of government is our recognition of the awesome 

responsibility which lies before us and all other patriotic Afghans for the 

destiny of our downtrodden people. 

We know khak iir iAS piusah. --- ;i~;;;;.;;~~,s QO goveii;-;lei;; has -2-a ;iJ‘= a,; 

claim that it enjoys the support of all Afghans. But this fact can in no way 

deny us the right to serve all segments of our people. We consider this not 

only as our right but also as our humanitarian obligation and our patriotic 

and Islamic duty. We have earnestly taken it upon ourselves to serve as an 

instrument of conciliation and compromise among the Afghan warring factions of 

the Government. Hence, we have adopted policies which place the supreme 

national interests of Afghanistan above all partisan, ideological, tribal, 

linguistic and religious considerations. We believe that peace has become the 

highest aspiration and the most urgent need of our people. Therefore, we 

consider it our honourable and immediate duty to strive for the fulfilment of 
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that aspiration. But we can accomplirh thilr mission succemafully only if 

there is a real will and determination to bring about the cessation of uar and 

the establishment of peace on the part of all effective forcer of Afghan 

society. Such a determination could convincingly be demonstrated only by the 

practical readiness for the commencement of negotiations among the main 

parties concerned. In defiance of Afghan and world public opinion, 

unfortunately, some circles still harbour unrealistic hopes of achieving 

military supremacy, hopes which impede the comnencement of intra-Afghan 

dialogue that could serve as a key for solving other problems. 

HOW can one claim to be a proponent of peaceful, political settlement 

and, at the same time, refrain from holding negotiations with the main 

parties? Afghans throughout history have preserved the innOC0Dt name of 

Afghans and have lived honourably as a united whole, fraternally and with 

independence of judqement. Afghans have a common home: in order to salvage it 

from the scourge of war, they should unite and find a sound formula. If we 

*yU”‘t? i;,= A~\j~lo~~ aLLuau rn rne peace process, we shall commit a mistake as 

grave as those who wish to negate the role of Afghans inside the country. The 

defeat of repeated military efforts is indicative of certain hard and 

objective realities which should be recogDized and properly understood. 

There is no doubt that the supreme iaterests of the nation will provide a 

solid and firm basis for conciliation and harmony among the conflicting 

realities. We fully uuderstand that the years of confrontation and the 

ensuing suffering have created a wide qulf of mistrust and hard feelings among 

the sides. But the present and future interests of the country and of its 

people make it absolutely necessary to put aside feelings of vengeance and 

revenge. To attempt to settle scores and embark on a vendetta would result in 
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a vicious circle. Mutual courage, gracioumnemm and forgivenerr are required 

to reduce the deep morrow of yester-yearm in anticipation of the happiness and 

tranquillity of the morrow and to heal the psychological and physical injuries 

of our devout people with the baln of national accord and unity. 

The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan ham made l erioum and 

sincere efforts to eliminate the reamotm and caumem of dimagreements and to 

endeavour to bring ever closer the positions of the midem. 

The following statement was made in continuation of several proposals 

offered by Kabul on a political settlement on the aeventy-second anniversary 

of the country’s independence: 

“We are in favour of direct, face-to-face and unconditional talks 

with opponents of the State of the Republic of Afghanistan, because 

setting prior conditions would result in delaying the talks. The process 

of negotiations with a number of opposition groups continues at different 

l~~**~ 1 s , “._ while other opponents still have reasons which prevent them from 

holding direct neqotiations. We orooose that talks hr?tw~~n thm 

representatives of the Republic of Afghanistan and the opposition groups 

take place in the presence of neutral third parties. In other words, the 

Republic of Afghanistan is prepared to negotiate with the opposition 

groups through the mediation of the United Nations or of the countries 

interested in the Afghan problem.” 

The Afghan president, in reaction to the United States-Soviet joint 

declaration last week, proposed as a first step the enforcement of a 

cease-fire throughout Afghanistan and the commeacement of talks between the 

State and the Council of the Internal Mijahideen Commander, leader of the 
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parties and groups based in Peshawar end Tehran. the former king and his 

followers, and Afghan intellectuals living in Europe and America. 

Afghanistan is a traditional society. In Afghanistan people hold their 

aged and elderly in high esteem. In the present conditions when the flames of 

war are ablaze in the country, our people expect their elders, wherever they 

may be - among them His Majesty Mohammed Zaher Shah, the former king of our 

country - to take an active part in extinguishing this fire. We know that all 

Afghan personalities abroad are also &onCerned about their country, but as a 

proverb goes in the Pashtu language, The ground burns where the fire is 

set". Ihe country and its people are awaiting them. Silence and indifference 

in the present situation would be an unforgiveable sin. 

From this authoritative world rostrum, I wish to communicate to the 

Assembly and to the people of the world the silent cry of the millions of 

tired and war-ridden Afghans whose lives have become a dreadful nightmare. 

The international community, and in particular the permanent members of the 

Security Council, should recognise their moral responsibilities in the face of 

the disaster in Afghanistan by making use of the mechanism provided in the 

Charter of the United Nations and lay the groundwork for negotiations and a 

political settlement. Silence and indifference in the face of this tragedy of 

blood, tears and fire would reflect a lack of conscience and an abandonment of 

moral responsibility. Such inaction should not continue. 

Here I wish to errpress the appreciation and gratitude of the people and 

Government of Afghanistan for the serious and untiring efforts of 

His Excellency Javier Peres de Cuellat, Secretary-General of the United 

Nations and his personal representative, Mr. Benon Sevan, in helping to 

achieve a peaceful political settlement of the Afghan problem. 
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The Secretary-General’6 rtatement, which contained the five main elements 

of a political settlement of the Afghoo problem, represents the international 

concenrrua and wag supported by the Republic of Afghanistan and all interested 

countries. These documents guarantee the preservation of national 

sovereignty, territorial integrity, political independence, the right of the 

Afghan people freely to choose the political and socio-economic system of 

their country and other values on which all Afghan0 are in agreement. The 

Secretsry-General’s statement tahes into account the nature of the Afghan 

conflict and contains elements of a comprehensive, practicable, just and 

honourable settlement for all the warring partiea. These qualifications make 

it possible to achieve a national accord around the Secretary-General’s 

statement, an understanding that has emerged among the concerned oxtern- 

parties. One of the salient elements of the statement is that, at the end of 

the transition period and peace process, the basic need. of o;lr people, 

namely, security, stabil.ity, democracy and development will be ensured. 
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I urge this great assembly of nations to utilise its moral authority and 

prestige to call upon all the Afghan parties and the governments concerned to 

take steps towards implementing the Secretary-General's statement and to begin 

negotiations to that end vithout any further delay. S strongly believe that 

in the warmth of the national unity of the Afghans and world solidarity, the 

ice of misunderstanding and hard feeling will break and, by virtue of their 

traditions of thousands of yearsl the Afghans will find peaceful ways and 

means of settling their problems and will embark on rebuilding their ruined 

country. Our sisters and brothers who are away from their homes and hearths 

will return to their relatives and friends: all Afghans will join hands and 

adopt a socio-political order that will regulate their interactions with the 

government of the State in accordance with their own wishes. 

I believe that if we put aside' the personal interests of a few in the 

Afghan plain. and curb the illegitimate influence and hidden intentions of 

certain circles in some countries, the remaining differences are not so 

substantlai as noC to a&Cc or a soiuiion. 

The joint declaration of the United States Secretary of State 

Mr. James Baker and the Soviet Foreign Minister Mr. Boris Pankin at the end of 

their talks ot Afghanistan in Moscow is in fact a gigantic step towards 

removing one of the barriers in the way to ensuring peace in our country. We 

strongly hope that this constructive position on the part of the two 

guarantors of the Geneva accords will receive the practical support and 

cooperation of other involved countries. 

We also hope that the recent visit of the Secretary-General to Teheran 

and Riyadh and his discussions with the leaders of Iran, Pakistan, 
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Saudi Arabia and uitb the two Mujahideen leadera, namely, Haarat Sabeb 

Sebghatullab Mujaddidi and Yenab Pir Sahab Sayed Ahmad Gailant may bring an 

added impetus to the peace efforts and prepare the ground for negOfiatiOnS on 

the launcbizxg of a transition process. In the course of my visit to tbe 

Secretary-General, we discussed all practical and logical options and 

possibilities towards that end. 

Afghans have repeatedly proved that they will not hesitate to sacrifice 

their personal interests for the sake of the supreme interests of their 

country: but they will not allow others to take advantage of the present-day 

problems of the Afghans in order to impose their hidden intentions upon them. 

Afghans, whether inside or outside their country, are extremely sensitive 

about their national interests and vi11 not accept any interference in, or 

infringements upon, tbeir internal affairs. 

We hope and expect that the United Nations will talce some new initiatives 

for political settlement and devise, through consultations between Afghans, a 

---L--l -- a?-- LL^ L----z*l-.. -..-:-a .%-a. --- -------L -.. _z ...-s--&"." A". CI c*-"-w.m"- c-m-.," .,.."I I- &.Y.YY. Y1I GC iizy ;;t, ". 

vengeance and vendetta, in line vitb the Secretary-General's statement. 

We are sot speaking here about the so-called rights of minorities. 

Residents of Afghanistan are Afghans and Muslims. In fact, the question of 

minorities, as perceived in the political literature of other countries. is 

irrelevant in the case of Afghanistan: vhat should lie at the centre of our 

thoughts and actions is the need to ensure and safeguard the human rights of 

all citizens of Afghanistan regardless of their previous affiliations and 

deeds. 

The transition mechanism must guarantee this matter in a comprehensive 

and reliable manner. I urge all peaceloving nationa of the vorld that, while 
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continuing their endeavours towards a peaceful end to the Afghan conflict, 

they should also provide generous assistance to our people with a view to 

eradicating the sad an@ grim consequences of the war from the life of the 

present generation throughout the country. 

Our people long for peace, but they also need food, medicine, fuel and 

other basic items. Our country is rich in natural resources and its people 

are herd-working, but the monster of war has limited the possibility of their 

proper utiliration. Once peace is restored, there is no doubt that 

large-scale resources will be diverted from the war budget towards meeting the 

needa of the people and exploiting our natural wealth to ensure their 

prosperity. However , we cannot and, surely, must not wait for peace to come 

to solve some of those problems, such a8 the.severe shortage of fuel and food 

supplies. 

Afghans are patriotic, religious, theistic, brave, proud and peace-loving 

people. They wish to straqtheo friendly ties and all-out cooperation with 

their nOlghbOUr8 and all Countrl~ s ot the world on the basis of the recognized 

principles of international law. In so far a8 they devotedly safeguard their 

national interests and honour, they also 13y tribute to the rights and 

legitimate interests of other nations. They want to live in peace among 

themselves and with all nations of the world and to be the enemy of none and 

the friend of all. 

Our country ia in favour of having good relations with Pakistan, as a 

co-reliqionist. neighbouring country. We are always prepared to Tegotiate 

w::h Pakistan about ways and means to invigorate our friendship and bilateral 

cooperation. I fully believe that this very aim is in conformity with the 

interests of the tvo nations and the whole region. 
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We have historic cormnon ties with the Islamic Republic of Iran. The 

common language, culture, customs and our common religion have strongly linked 

us to each other. We have wide-ranging opportunities to expand mutual 

cooperation. We recognise Iran as a big country with influence over the 

changes taking place in the region. We wish to promote and develop our 

friendship and our mutually beneficial cooperation with Iran. 

We also regard the People's Republic of China as a major neighbouring 

country: in the past and in the present, China , as a friend of the people of 

Afghanistan, has greatly contributed to our country's economic projects, such 

as the Parwan irrigation project, the Bagrami textile mill in Kabul, the 

300-bed hospital in Kandahar and so forth. Today, past limitations in 

Sino-Afghan relations have been done away with. Our journalists, sportsmen 

and private entrepreneurs travel to China, and a noticeable improvement is 

evident in the two countries' relations, which is according to the wishes of 

the two nations. 

we are sure of our ever-growing. trarlitinnally friendly relgtl~n~ ~~~ 

economic cooperation with the the Soviet Union and the Republic of India, 

which have always assisted the Republic of Afghanistan in its efforts to 

achieve peace in the country. 

The people of Afghanistan attach special importance to their relations 

with Saudi Arabia, as a big Islamic country where the Muslim sanctuary is 

located. The house of the Lord and the holy shrines of Mohammed, the great 

prophet of Islam, and of the Caliphs have drawn our Muslim people to that land 

for hundreds of years. We wish that ou- Saudi brothers would not only respond 

favorably to our call for a normalisation of relations with Afghanistan but 
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The peoplse of Afghsairtaa a?Jd Turkey are trsditlonal frieads to one 

another. We hold iB high esteem the ~amory of our 9enuine coopmatioa with 

Turkey through tear of educatioasl, cultural, medical and defence projects. 

The Government of Afghanistan will make use of every opportunity to expand &ad 

further develop friendship sad cooperation between the two csuntries. 

Our tien with Syria bavs always been f rieadly, and the efforts of the 

Govermedts of the two countries to extend bilateral cooperation are 

convincia9ly fncreariog, 

Kuuait, which has recently put a tormenting page in history behind ir;, 

has always ‘been a friend of our country. We are seeking ner-::ary avenues to 

promote out mutually beneficial cooperation with Kuwait. 

Long ties of frieadahip and cooperation closely link the peoples of 

Afghanistan and Egypt. I be3 ieve that our endeavours to ntrengthen and 

develop the traditional relations between the two countries vi11 achieve a 

desirable outcome. 

Afghanistan atrives equally strangly to develop good relation8 and 

mutually beneficial cooperation with other Arab AC? Iajarric ccuatriea, relying 

upon the principles of the i.ntesGat5oEal law. 
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Normal and friendly relationr wi.th tha United States of America are In 

our national iotorerta and are very important to our people. The many 

maaifeatationa of our aulti~ateral economic, ncientific and cultural 

cooperation with the United States include ouch projects a8 Helmand valley, 

the Kabul-Kandahar highway, Kabul university ertablir~ntr, the academic 

affiliation syrtem and the training of hundred6 of Afghans in rpecialired 

fields in United States educational institutions. Theae are well appreciated 

in our country and evince the solid and friendly relations betweeo our 

peoples. We hope the United States Administration will take the hand of 

cordial friendship that we have extended and will move towards the 

cormaliaation of relations vith Afghanistan. 

Switzerland, to which our country has been compared by some tourists and 

historians, has had a special interest in the destiny of the people of 

Afghanistan. The latest instance of this was the innovative visit of 

Mr. KJ aus Lacobi, State Secretary for Foreign Affairs of that country, to 

Kabul and the surroundiug region. This visit was ai,ned at helping to 

establish understanding and peace between the conflicting parties. We are 

sincerely grateful to Switzerland for this bold act. 

We also desire ever broader relations with the United Kingdom, France, 

Germany, Italy, Austria and other West European countries, as well as Canada 

and the United States. Each of these countries has assumed a noteworthy role 

in the socio-economic development of Afghanistan, which is recalled by our 

people with deep gratitude. 

E#en during the very hard years of war, we maintained commercial 

relations with Japan, the Republic of Korea and other countries of South-East 

Asia and the Fat East. The restoration of peace establistes more propitious 

circumstances for the association of Afghanistan with the economic foundations 
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of this region. In liile with its economic policy, the Republic of Afghanistan 

reiterates its demand for membership in the South Asian Association for 

Regional Cooperation and is preparod to set up suitable economic associations 

uith neighbouring countries. 

Attracting foreign investment constitutes 6n integral part of my 

Govsrnment’s economic policy. Afghanistan mtands ready to provide legally 

guaranteed facil’ties for foreign investments from countries throughout the 

world, without discrimination, in such varied fields as banking, air and land 

transportation, industry, construction, cornnunications, the exploration and 

extraction of mines, the establishm6nt of agricultural and livestock farms, 

irrigation systems, energy-generating complexse, and so on. 

As one of the founders of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the 

Urganizatior of the Islamic Conference (OIC), the Republic of Afghanistan 

wishes further to promote and strengthen its frisndly relations with the 

members of the Movement and OIC, aDd will strive to achieve their cormnon 

ideals. Together with other countries, we will make our contribution to 

increasing and upgrading the role of the United Nations in settling global 

issues and safeguarding world peace, as well as implenenting the objectives of 

the United Nations Charter to the benefit of all mankind. 

Afghanistan is a peace-loving, non-aligned and neutral country ,.,nd do66 

not intend to pose any threat to, or cornnit any aggression against, any other 

country. We emphasise that Afghanistan is genuinely and earnestly striving 

for good relations with all countries, States and Govarnments on the basis of 

mutual respect and interests, and to live in peace and tranquillity with all 

nations of the world. 
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This in our sincoro wrrsgo to all Afghan@ and from all Afghana to the 

entire world. The Afghan nation har gained wotthlnamr, rmmpect and honour for 

its struggle for peace and ju~~tice. Any feol4og8 of rolidarity and lryntpathy 

toward8 this free-botn and independent nation rhould be applied toward8 ending 

its agoni8s ant1 not to perpetuating and heightening it8 nirerier and pains, 

I ask the representative8 of fro* and indopondont nation8 to extmnd their 

cooperation and earnest solidarity in assirtanco, and I pray God Almighty to 

grant happiness to the Afghan8 and peace and prosperity to all humanity. 

Thaf Oa behalf of the General Asrembly, I wish to thank 

the Prime Minister of the Republic of Afghanistan for the statement he has 

just made. 

Hr. m&l Ul flaaf of the - - , 

wa escorted fro1 ,. th9 rostrvjm . 

That We have heard the last speaker in the general debate 

for this meeting. 

I shall now call on those repre8entatives who wish to speak in exercise 

of the right of reply. 

May I remind members that, in accordance with General As8embly decision 

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply afe limited to 10 minutes 

for the first intervention and to five minutes for the second and should be 

made by delegations from their aeats. 

Hr. SUTRW (Indonesia): The Foreign Minister of Portugal, in his 

statement thjs afternoon, again found the time - thus abusing the precious 

time of the Assembly - to engage in unfounded allegations and distortions of 

facts concerning the process of the exercise of the right of 

self-determination by the people of East Timor. 
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What the Poreiq Minister should not forget is that, in August 1975, the 

Portuguese colonial authorities in Dili, in the most irresponsible manner, 

simply abandoned East Timor after allowing the situation in that territory to 

deteriorate to the point of civil war. In fact, after practically instigating 

civil war by clandestinely turning over its arms and ammunition to one 

particular political group - the Revolutionary Front for an Independent East 

Timor (PRBTILIN) - the Portuguese colonial authorities thereby utterly 

mishandled the decolonisation process. In fact, in so doing, Portugal has in 

effect relinquished it6 responsibility as the administering Power, which even 

PRETILIN underscored at that time by announcing the so-called unilateral 

declaration of independence. 

Hence. it should come as no surprise that the East Timorese people 

considers itself no longer bound to any decolonisation covenant with the 

erstwhile colonial Power and assumes its own legitimate right and 

responsibility to determine its own destiny. This it did by choosing 

independence through integration with Indonesia in accordance with General 

Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and principles 6, 8 and 9 of resolution 

1541 (XV), in conformity with its traditional democratic practices. 

In August and November 1975, Indonesia was not even involved in the 

tragic events unfolding in East Timor, although it had to bear the 

consequences of turmoil in the form of 40,000 East Timorese refugees fleeing 

across the border into West Timor. Indonesia's subsequent involvement in East 

Timor can therefore be seen to be as responding as correctly and in as 

restrained a manner as possible to the chaotic and tragic circumstances which 
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unfortunately accompanied the decoloniration process in East Timor. Par from 

annexing, invading or occupying aaotber independent State, Indonesia's role in 

East Timor was precisely one of contributing to the process of decolonisation, 

inter alio by helping to ensure that, in its eaaence and realisation, the 

democratically expressed will of the majority of the people not be overruled 

by the armed terror and unilateral imposition of a ruthless minority. 
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It im absurd to dascriba tha pr~vailiog situation during the past 

15 yearm in tamt Thor, as the Foreign Miairtsr of Portugal did, es one of 

widespread reproanion and u8e of force. On the contrary, the people of East 

Timor, together with their l imtera and brothers of other Provinces of 

Indonesia, have nor enqaqed thensolves in development. covering all aspects of 

their live*. Aftor 400 years of colonial Portuqueeo oppression, the people of 

East Timor are now enjoying tha fruits of fraador and development. 

One’s statements should be judged by one’s deeds. The Foreign Minister 

of Portugal apoke about the planned visit of the Portuguese parliamentary 

delegation to East Timor. In fact, the two Governments have just agreed on 

the terms of raference and modalities for that visit, aa contained in the 

Secretary-General’s report (A/46/4561. Representatives may wonder whether 

Portugal is really sincere in seeking a comprehensive, internationally 

acceptable settlement of the question of East Timor at the United Nations. 

Now that we have reached this delicate Stage in the process, we would have 

expected that Portugal would also display some restraint so as not to poison 

the atmosphere of confidence-building, which would undoubtedly greatly 

facilitate the laudable efforts of our esteemed Secretary-General. 

Mr. QlJ)Jgv !I’ortuqal) : I wish to make some brief remarks 

about what the representative of Indonesia has just said about part of the 

speech delivered this afternoon by the Foreign Minister of Portugal - that 

concerning the question of Last Timor. 

The representative of Indonesia started by referring to mishandling of 

the decoloniration process in 1975. We have already stated several times here 

and in other forums that Portugal does not reject its share of responsibility 

for the events that took place in 1975. We doubt that others can say the same, 
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I riah also to state that whet w boliovo ir at rtake at thir juncture is 

not who is to blame for what happened in 1975, but how to uphold the 

inalienable right6 of the people of Ea#t Timor, including the riqhtr they have 

under the Charter and relevant United Nation8 rerolutiona. We consider it 

futile and fruitloam in 1991 to hark back to who im really to blame for what 

happened in 1975, when there rights are at111 at btaks and the problem still 

exists. 

With regard to the accusation of widerpread repression and use of force, 

which the representative of Indonesia describes an being baseless. I would 

merely recall that the Indoneaisn-appointed Governor of East Timor, 

Mr. Mario Carraacal&o, has raid that at least 100,000 people were killed 

between 1975 and 1985 an a result of fnmioe end violence which spread over the 

Territory during those years. I also recall numerous statements, texts and 

testimony in various forums on various occasions, from such authoritative 

sources na Amnesty Iotervational and other international humanitarian 

01 qanirationa. 

Finally, the representative of Indonesia referred to the planned 

parliamentary delegation visit agreed by the two Governments. We sincerely 

hope that that visit will lead to a fostering of the process of dialogue 

engaged in under the auspices of the Secretary-General with a view to 

achieving a juat, comprehensive, internationally agreed settlement of the 

question. But Portugal cannot be expected to remain silent concerning the 

facts and the situation prevailincf in East Timor. We believe - and this is a 

firm commitment of my Government - that the beat way to cooperate with the 

Secretary-General in bringing this process to an end is by complying with the 

appropriate resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council, 
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reaolution8 such ee Security Council rerolutionr 384 (1975) and 389 (1976), 

which Indoneais hae yet to comply with. 

aLw (Indonesia) 8 I rhould like to esy a few words in 

response to what the representative of Portugal hss just said. 

Yea, it ir true that Portugal abandoned the Territory irresponsibly in 

1975, and I could not agree more with the representative of Portugal that we 

should not put the blame on anyone at thia stage. But it should be recalled 

that the situation we face now ia a result of the irresponsible way in which 

the Portuguese abandoned the Territory and mishandled the decolonisation 

process in East Timor. 

Secondly, Indonesia also sincerely hopes -. this has already been stated 

and continues to be Indonesia’s position - that the visit of the parliamentary 

delegation to East Timor will facilitate finding a comprehensive and 

internationally accepteI.ble settlement of the question of East Timor at the 

United Nations. The point I raa trying to make was: Now that we have agreed 

to the visit we should restrain ourselves. Instead of launching attacks and 

indulging in baseless allegations and accusations, why do we not restrain 

ourselves and try to build confiderce between us, SO that both sides are 

establishing an atmosphere of confidence, in order that the objective of the 

visit can be achieved in a manner conducive to the attainment of an 

internationally acceptable settlement. 

nr. QUARTIN SANTOS (Portugal): The representative of Indonesia has 

again spoken about an “abandonment” by the Portuguese authorities in 

August 1975. Although we do not vant to engage in any controversy today about 

vhat happened then, in viev of what is at stake I should like to remind the 

Assembly that as Iate nS 3 November 1975, after a meeting betveen the Foreign 
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MinisFers of Indanssia and Portugal, Indonesia remgaited that the 

responsibility fcrr crrrryinq out the decolonisation process WCLS still 

Portuqal’s. 
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I should like also to state that my Government shares with the Indonesian 

Government the hope that the visit to be undertaken soon will facilitate also 

the efforts towards the achievement of a just and comprehensive international 

settlement 0;1 the question of East Timor. It is still a question that refers 

to a Non-Self-Governing Territory included in the agenda of this Assembly, 

that of the Special Committee of 24 and that of the Security Council, and a 

question that needs speedy resolution and settlement, with due respect for the 

legitimate rights of the population concerned. 

The meetina rose at 7.50 n.m. 


